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The Perennial Axe 

Berit BiM·Greechie 

As we look at the development of the axe from the 
stone age to the present. we note the perennial in terest in 
the symbolism of the image. It appears that the single axe 
has connoted power of gods and men and that the double· 
axe has been associated with goddesses. However, whether 
auributed to male or lemale gods or to human beings, the 
axe has been a symbol of power throughout hist0ry. 

The oldest sun•iving objects made by man are bone 
and stone tools. Knives made o f reindeer antlers. with 
which the early Scandinavian hunting groups could carve 
grooves in bones, have been dated from the end of the 
glacial period. In the Paleol ithic age about 12,000 8.C .. 
during the Plcis1ocene epoch. axes. also made from rein
deer antlers, came into use. The Mesolithic age's Conti· 
nental phase, 9000-5000 B.C. , produced flint core or flake 
axes. The earliest known settlement at Maglemoss, Den
mark, has yielded axes wi1h sharpened flim·stones inser• 
red in grooved handles with 1.oomorphic inscriptions. In 
the later Atlantic phase, 5000-3500 B.C., grecnstone axes 
were made by grinding. T-shaped antlers were also used 
and may h,wc been the forerunner o f the double-axe. 

Thickbutted baule-axes were buried in the megalithic 
dolmens of the Neolithic period of2500-1500 B.C. Severn! 
genera1ions were inhumed in 1hese burial chambers along 
wi1h their crude flint axes and more elaborate baltle-axes. 
The 1erm 'battle-axe culture' was coined to describe the 
Ju tland groups. 

Scandinavian stone axes have been found in bogs in· 
scribed with runes auributing them to the Nordic gods: 
Loki. Thor, Odin, and Belgrhor or Balder.' Ancient lore 
held that the stone axe-heads had celestial origin and were 
sent by the gods through lightning. It was believed that if 
one dug in the spot three years alter the strike. one might 
find a magic stone called a celt which could be used as an 
axe-head. Some celt·shaped stones have a natural hole at 
the centers of gravity and were used as hammers, wedges, 
or axes.' Many ol these stones were also thought to have 
protective powers against ligh tning and were kept in 
houses in Sweden. 

The axe was used to cut, to kill, and to intercede with 
the gods. Magic names were gh,en to eel ts in many parts o f 
the world, and ancient axe worship appears to have been 
universal.' The animistic belief that wind, trees, and rocks 
are alive and have souls also undoubtedly contributed 10 
the myth of the magical o rigin o f the celts. Thus, the axe 
made from a magic celt became a symbol o f the gods. A 
Boetian goddess, the lady of the Beasis. 2500 B.C., has a 
double-axe painted on her skirt (Fig. ! ). 

Ar the P-Jlace in Knossos, the Cretan seals made from 
steatite, clay, and onyx which have been dated from the 
Early Minoan period, 2500 B.C., also depict double-axes 
(Fig. 2). The "Spiritual Transformation Seal" (Fig. 3) pro· 
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vides us with a great number ol details regarding worship 
in the Middle Minoan period, 2100· !600 B.C. Tue double• 
axe is the central theme; it is surrounded by lcmale vorives. 
a tree bearing fruit, and the sacred lily of Crete. A sun. a 
moon. and water are represented at the top along with a 
small warrior behind a figure-eight shield. 

A Late Middle Minoan fresco shows the mother god· 
dess holding two upright double-axes before her worship· 
pers, who are all young male celebrants (Fig. 4). It appears 
that priestesses were replaced by priests during the M ino· 
an period. One might be tempted to conjecture that this 
reflects a shift from a matriarchal to a patriarchal society. 

The Minoan linear script has clear images of double· 
axes in all three calligraphic forms (Fig. SJ. The inscrip· 
tions occur throughout the Tomb o f the Double-Axe in 
Knossos and indicate the intimate connection of the M i• 
noan goddess to the cult ol the dead. The sepulchre was 
itsell a columnar shrine with ritual double-axes and vases 
for libations, and the rock-cut grave was actually hewn in 
an outline of the sacred symbol.' In Psychro's cave at 
Hagia Triada, thin ritual axes are inserted into a socket of 
black steatite stone (Fig. 6). 

Sir John Evans, in his massi,,e work on stone imple
ments, tells o f at least one instance when the Greek god 
Bacchus was worshipped under the form of a hatchet or 
• ••••" .' He also describes t.he image on a Chaldean 
cylinder. in which a priest is represented as making an 
offering 10 a hatchet placed upright on a throne. Greek in
scriptions on cells with Mithraic scenes and perforated 
axes with Chaldean characters can be seen in the Borgia 
collection.• 

The double-axe image was called a Sagaris by Pliny, 
and the Greek author catalogues the Amazonian arsenal 
o f weapons as consisting of shields, bows. arrows. and 
double-axes. Greek legend also tells o( Hephaestus, who 
was ordered by his father Zeus to split his head with a 
double-axe. From the opening sprang the goddess Athe· 
na. In the Odyssey, Odysseus tested Penelope's suitors 
by setting up twelve axes in a single file and challenging 
the suitors to shoot an arrow through the holes of the axes 
using a bow. As they failed. Odysseus caught up his bow 
and sent his arrow straight through the twelve axes. It 
sounds like an impossible feat, but the excavations at 
Knossos, which have uncovered bronze axes with flaring 
crescent blades and holes in thecentero( the heads, make 
us reconsider that judgment.' 

The double-axe has also been used as a symbol o f 
power over life and death. Tue Roman magistrates at the 
time of Christ used that image as a badge of their author· 
ity. Benito Mussolini adopted the same axe image for his 
fascist political organization. The bound sticks with an axe 
projecting was called a 'Fascine,' and each rod represented 



a local branch or the party, called 'Fascio.• 
The axe, single or double, seems 10 have symbolized 

both male and female deities. Mackenzie warns in his 
My1hs of Crete and Pre-Hellenic Europe against the hy
pothesis that patriarchal conditions were preceded by 
matriarc hal and that goddesses preceded gods every· 
where. He c ited India as a place where male and female 
deities were worshipped simultaneously! 

Mary Daly, in Beyond God 1he F/aher and now in her 
latest book Gyn-Ecology, suggests that God the Father 
d id indeed replace God the Mother. Daly states that "the 
killing or the goddess was necessary in order 10 establish 
a male-dominated society. The killing has continued 

I John Evans. 77,e Ancie111 S10,1e Jmplemems. We,,porrs <md Oma• 
m,:mts of Orear Britain (London : Longmans. Green & Co .. 1897). 
p. 58. 

2 Jb;d .. p. 63. 

3 O. Macken.Ue, Myths of Crele and Pre-llelle11ic Europe (London: 
Gersham Pub. Co . Ltd .. 1917). p. xx:icvi. 

4 ArlhurE,,an.s./¼J/ace o/Mt,io.fat Kno.ssos (London McMillan &Co .• 
1928). ,,01. II, p. 438. 

5 John Evans. p. 62. 
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throughout the world in the form or c us10ms that ritually 
maim and kill women,'' She notes African genital mu1ila· 
tio n. Chinese footbinding, and the burning of widows in 
India as accepted norms in their cultures. An image of a 
Minoan gold votive double-axe (cf. Fig. 7) is engraved on 
the cover of her new book,•0 while the concert poster of 
Holly Near. a femin ist singer, composer, and performer, 
uses the double-axe image inside the female symbol (Fig. 
8)." 

Since the stone age, the axe has been auributed 10 
gods and goddesses and has been a recurrent symbol or 
a uthority over life and death. It continues 10 be a 1001. a 
weapon, and a power symbol. 
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Fig. I, n,e Lady of the Beasts, 
ca. 2500 B.C., Louvre, Paris . 
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Fig. 2, Line drawings after Seals from Knossos (stcari te, 
clay and onyx), ca. 2000 B.C. (Evans, JI , p. 435). 

Fig. 3, Line drawing of Spiritual Tra11sfom1ation Seal, 
Crete, ca. 1500 B.C. (Neumann, p. 59). 

Fig. 4, Line drawing of Cretan Goddess Before Her Wor
shippers, 2nd millenium B.C., fresco, Crete (Neumann, p. 
117) . 
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Fig. 5. Middle Minoan Linear Scrip,. Crete (Pcndlebury. 
p. 28). 

Fig. 8, Holly Near Conceri Poster. 
1979, 'fallahassee, Florida. 

Fig. 6, Bronze Ritual Double-Axe, 
Late Minoan. Hagia Tradia. Crete. 

Fig. 7. Gold Voti,-e Double-Axes, Late 
Minoan. Herakleion. Minos (Karo, p. 77). ..... ______ ~------------' 
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Solar Imagery and Early Christian Iconography 

James £. Walker 

In 1953, excavations were begun beneath the basilica 
of St. Peter's in an anempt to find the tomb o f the apostle. 
The basilica, which had been constructed during the reign 
of Consrnntine (A. D. 306-337), appeared 10 be an ideal 
site for digging and promised to reveal much concerning 
the church in the early fourth century.' The necropolis 
was soon discovered, and a considerable number of tombs. 
both pagan and Christian, were unearthed. One of the 
Christian tombs. the tomb of Julii, had on iL~ interior 
walls, a fascinating mosaic that ponrayed Christ as the 
sun god, encircled by a rayed nimbus, in a chariot sweep· 
ing across the heavens (Fig. I ). The conflicting symbolism 
in this, the earliest known Christian mosaic, provoked 
serious discussion among those art historians who were 
interested in the evolut ion of symbolic representation in 
early Christian art.' 

That such a depiction should appear beneath this 
important Christian basilica is significant, for it provides 
another example of the tenuous nature o f the Christian 
faith during its formative stages in the empire period. 
That Christ was identified with the cult of the uncon· 
querable sun (Sol invic tus) is also significant as it points to 
the political trend of the age that tended toward a syncret· 
ism of the various cults within the empire. This syncretism 
had become the policy of emperors preceding Constan· 
tine and was a smuegem designed to provide the empire 
with at least the semblance or religious unity. 

This politically motivated syncretism posed two very 
substantial threats to the emerging Christian fai th. First. a 
cult that refused 10 be integrated within the state worship 
could only be viewed as subversive and would therefore 
be the object of persecutions ordered 10 counter its ex· 
pansion. Second, there was always the danger of becom• 
ing too closely associated with one of the many cults with 
1he resultant di lution of the Christian mystery. 

History has shown, of course, that Christianity was 
able 10 survive the persecutions and, in fact, became 
stronger through lhe sacrifices of the martyrs. The second 
threat was much more d i fficult 10 overcome however, and 
early Christian history is replete with heresy as the church 
struggled to establish a theosophy consistent with the 
teachings of Christ and free of the influences of such 
dualistic faiths as Mithraism and Sol invictus. This latter 
cult and the faiths ii absorbed became the chief rival of 
the Christian church under Aurelian (A. D. 270-275) and 
Diocletian (A. D. 284-305), both o f whom worshipped 1he 
unconquerable sun. 

T he muggle of the early Christian church to retain its 
exclusivity in an age o f syncrelism was most intense dur
ing the reign or Constantine (A. D. 306·337). It was during 
the reign of this emperor that Christianity became legit· 
imized within the empire. After A. 0 . 313, Constantine 
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showed increasing favoritism for 1he Christians within the 
bureaucracy, and many Roman officials found it politi· 
cally expedient 10 adopt 1he faith. Many or these new 
converts continued to worship Sol invic1us and Mithras 
and often confused 1he historical figure of Christ within 
the competing theologies.' This confusion produced an 
uncertain iconography in the early church as artists at• 
tempted to portray the Christian narrative while their 
patrons were under the influence of competing philoso· 
phi es concerning the nature of god. This confusion and the 
iconography that was its result is the focus o f this study. 

John Ferguson, in his excellent work' on Roman reli· 
gions, outlines the corresponding development of the cult 
o f the emperor with 1he worship of the sun. He points to 
the gradual deification of the emperor beginning with 
Augustus (27 8. C.·A. D. 14), and culminating in the reign 
of Constantine, some three hundred years later. Such a 
process, although not cominuous, appears 10 have been 
conscious and illustrates the altempt by various emperors 
10 solidify their hold on the people by associating them· 
selves with a deity common 10 all parts or the empire. 
Ferguson believes that the sun was an ideal object of 
imperial worship as solar cults existed throughout the 
empire and had meaning for virtually all elements of 
Roman society.> 

Early in the republican per iod there had been a sun 
worship (Sol ind iges) that had been limited to the area 
around 1he city of Rome. This cult was associated with 
agriculture, but grew in importance under Augustus, who 
constructed se,<eral shrines in its honor. Under Augustus, 
the cult became associated with the worship or Apollo, 
who became the figurative symbol o f the sun. In his ded· 
ication to Augustus, Vergil reflected this early associa· 
1ion by stating, .. Your Apollo is king a1 last;• and by 
making reference to Augustus as the .. new light over the 
world.'" 

Solar worship and its identification with the emperor 
continued under Nero, who ruled fifty years later. Nero 
was referred to as Apollo and had his coins engraved with 
the radiant crown of the sun. In Greece. Nero was revered 
as the "new Sun-God shining on the Greeks.'• Here one 
should probably make allowances for the excesses o f 
fawning cour tiers; nevertheless, the sources bear witness 
10 a developing relationship between the emperor and the 
cult of the sun. This association continued under succeed· 
ing rulers and can be clearl y demonstrated by o ther 
literary sources. Under Domitian (A. D. 81 -96), and Had· 
rian (A. D. 117-138). we have some excellent examples. A 
scribe under Domitian wrote: 

In glory the emperor's robe of office joins the 
sixteen terms accomplished: 



the conqueror of Germany sheds splendrous on 
the year he opens: 

he rises with the rising sun, with the mighty con· 
s1ella1ions, 

shining with great brilliance. more powerful than 
rhe star o f the morning.' 

Another author wrote twenty years later in the reign of 
Hadrian: 

I have just risen on high wirh Trajan in my white 
horsed chariot , 

I come 10 you. People- you know me-Phocbus, 
god. 

10 proclaim Hadrian as the new ruler 
whom all things serve for his ability 
as the genius of his divine father. gladly.•• 

The worship or rhe sun underwent a profound trans· 
formation early in the third century when it became as· 
sociated with the Syrian deity. Baal. A description of this 
god notes: 

With beard less face he stands. his r ight hand 
raised with a whip like a charioteer, while on his 
left hand he holds a thunderbolt .. the image of 
the God ol Heliopolis is carried on a platform 
. . . and usually the chiefs of the 1>rovincc come 
10 bear it with shaven head and purified by a long 
period of chas1i1y: they are guided by divine in 
spiration and carry their burden not where they 
choose. bur where the god leads them." 

This description becomes even more interesting when 
the author goes on 10 discuss Baal as Apollo. involved in 
the service ol the sun." In A . 0. 218. Heliogabalus. a 
former servitor of Baal, became emperor in Rome and 
established the worship of Sol invicrus Elagabal. This cult 
was supported by the Roman legions as many of their 
numbers had embraced the dualistic philosophy of Baal. 
As a ma11cr of lacr. the Roman soldiery was ol paramount 
importance in the changing religious climate of the third 
century. Their outposts in Syria and Persia often brought 
them into contact with the ancie111 Near-Eastern cults, 
and these faiths gradually d i ffused westward 10 Rome 
where they exerted a profound influence on the regional 
worship of central Italy. Sol indigcs slowly gave way 10 a 
new cult o f the sun that was less invoh•ed with agriculture 
and seasonal change. and more concerned with eschatol· 
ogical questions. "This transformation tended to manifest 
ii.Self in two wa)'s: first in the dram:itic representation of 
the death and resurrection of a hero closely associated 
with a female goddess'; and second. the idea became 
individualized and focused on the assurance of a future 
life of happiness for the individual worshipper a11aincd 
through a rite or initiation,"•~ 

The worship of Sol invictus Elagabal is of primary 
importance for the understanding o f the syncre1is1ic na
ture of Roman religion .... n,e epithet invictus seemed 10 
convey 10 the Romans the idea ol a god above all gods. a 
god omnipotent.''" Such ,, concept did not , o f course. 
eliminate the possibility of other deities. but rather sug
gested the primacy of one in association with the em· 
peror. This thesis appears valid since Sol invictus tended 
10 absorb rival solar deities from all corners of the empire. 
This. coupled with rhe apparenr desire of many emperors 
10 establish a state religion or pantheon, con1ribu1ed to 
the growing strength of the cult in the third and fourth 
centuries. It was at this time that the mosaic of Christ as 
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Apollo was completed" beneath the altar of St. Peter's 
which suggests at leasr a partial integration of the two 
forms (Fig. I). 

I ha,,e previously mentioned the significant role pla)'ed 
by the Roman legions in the dissemination of eastern 
faiths in the empire. In rhc second and third centuries rhis 
force was instrumental in rhe inrroducrion o f still another 
imp0rtan1 cult into the mainstream of Roman worship. 
The popularity or Mithraism was kindled among the Ro· 
man soldiery and rapidly became the leading worship of 
the Roman legions. Its worship was also a11rac1ive 10 
emperors seeking 10 s1reng1hen the imperial dignity. for it 
carried with ir ideas of divine kingship granted by the sun 
god. 

The cult of Mithras posited a duality o f good and evil 
forces fighting to gain control of the world. It is easy to see 
how the legions could identify with the virile figure of 
Mithras. as they sought 10 extend the empire's borders 
through force of arms. The auraction of Mithras 10 the 
population in the larger cities o f 1he empire went beyond 
this however. Mithraism was an active faith that promised 
salvation through ritual and practiced many or the cere· 
monies ccnt r.il 10 other religious groups. including Chris· 
tianit)'. This point is illustrated b)' the Christian apologist 
Justin Martyr (A. 0. 100?· 165?), who wrote: ·11tc wicked 
demons have imitated the Eucharist in the mysteries or 
Mithras. commanding that the same thing be done.''" 

In his work dealing with Roman religion. Gordon 
Laing outlines rhe many similarities between Mi1hraism 
and Christianity." He nores 1ha1 the birth of Mi1hras oc• 
curred in the presence of shepherds who were in apparent 
wonder at the event. A Mithraic relief of the period p0r· 
trays Mithras ascending into heaven. and both cults prnc· 
ticed immersion and confirmation.'" In the western Roman 
areas. Mithras was usually portrayed as the active agent of 
Sol invic1us and there are some excellent reliefs from a 
Mithraeum in Rome 10 illustrate this. The reliefs have 
been sketched due 10 their poor condition and are pre· 
sented elsewhere in this article. "'(Fig. 2). 

To the man)' worshippers of Sol invictus and Mithrns. 
the worship of Christianitycould not have appeared much 
different from the practices with which they were in· 
volved. Thus. ir would not have been dif!icuh for many 
individuals 10 accept the rituals demanded as part of rhc 
early Christian service. It is likely then. that few people 
balked at accept ing the Christian lairh when it became 
politically expedient 10 do so under Constantine. Also, it 
was not unusual for Romans 10 worship at the shrines of 
various deities in order 1oob1ain rhc advantages promised 
by each. This practice produced some interesting as.,;o• 
ciations. There are examples of sarcophagi from this 
period that arc decorated in both Christian and pagan 
themes. and this decoration includes 1.he interiors of mau· 
soleums as well." 

Beyond this, there is also a striking similari ty in the 
portrayals of the central figure in each of the cults. An 
examination of Figures I. J, and 4 will illustrate this. 
Figure I is the depiction of Christ. Figure J is a sketch of 
Mithras done from a damaged relief of rhe period, and 
Figure 4 is a representation of Apollo as Sol." 

The genre is virtually the same and all three forms 
suggest a dynamic central figure. For a Roman who was 
no t cogni1,.an1 of the subtleties of the Trinity, Christ must 
surely ha,,e seemed simi lar 10 Mithras. an active crusader 



on earth representing a higher celestial deity. fur many. 
this deity remained Sol invictus and Gaston H. Halsberghe 
in his book n,e Cult of Sol favic tus remarks: " From the 
beginning o f the fourth century we have sufficient data at 
our disposal to demonstrate the definitive 1riumph of 1he 
cull of Soi:·•• 

The cull of Sol invicius in its loose association wi1h 
Mithras and other cults became the most important rival 
o f Christianity in the lounh cen1ury. The cult had univer· 
sal appeal among Rome·s upper classes and b_ec_ame 1he 
iarget of strong attacks launched by early Chnst,an apol
ogists. The most important adversa~y of the cull of Sol 
was Amobius, who wrote a polemic entitled Ad,e rsus 
Naiiones, in which the same conclusion is repeatedly 
reached: .. neque Sol deus sit:'' ' 

In opposing Sol im•ictus. the Christian church was 
raking on a fom1idable task. The Edict of Milan (A. D. 
313) had legitimired the Christian faith. but the emperor 
and many of his courtiers still continued to worship Sol 
invictus and Mithras. Despite the fact that Constantine 
often favored the Christians, he s1ill patronized 1he shrines 
of the sun and solar symbols appear on his edicts and 
coinage.'-' (Fig. 5). 

Despi1e the writings of Amobiusand others. the Chris• 
tian church was no1 in a position to seriously challenge the 
01her culls. Many culls existed side by side and gr.idually 
the Chr istians assimilated rituals that had developed out· 
side their influence. The rituals that the Christians tended 
to borrow however, usually involved themes o f light. This 
occurred for many reasons, some of which are germane 10 
our analysis. Mircea Eliade in The Sacred and Profane 
writes: .. I n some cultures 1he luminous epiphanies of solar 
gods became 1he sign of intelligence. In the end sun and 
intelligence were assimila ted to such a degree th?t the 
solar and syncretistic theologies of the end of anuqUtty 
became ra1ionalis1ic philosophies; the sun is proclaimed 
the intelligence of the world." "' 

The concept of a higher celestial intelligence, or rather 
an intelligence that existed outside of man's understand· 
ing. was a concept the Christians had struggled 10 defin_e 
since the theology of Origen (A. D. 185-254). It was this 
early apologist who wrote : "He (Christ) d id not die on 
behalf of men only, but on behalf of all rational beings 
... such as the stars" and taught that Christ died and 
" tasted death for the universe: " This teaching is Neo· 
pla1onic, but may only be giving expression to something 
modern scholars believe is basic to the study of all reli 
gion. The historian Jacqucna Hawks writes: "It is my 
intention here 10 show how far solar concepts and prac· 
t ices were continued in the churches and among people, 
partly by direct historical synthesis, and partly through 
man·s innate psychological tendency to identify both mo
rality and spiritual illumination with light, and hence irre• 
sistably with the source of light and life in the physical 
world."l.8 

A catechumen who was studying Christianity for the 
first time must have perceived many similarities between 
Christ and Sol invictus. There arc many Biblical refer
ences that identify Christ as light, and some arc worth pre· 
sen ting here. In 1he New Tostament, Christ is described in 
this way: "His face did shine as the sun, and His raimen t 
was as white as light."" From the Book of Daniel, God is 
described as enthroned. "His throne was like a fiery flame 
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... and His countenance was as the sun when it shines in 
its strength ... ,, 

These descriptions were meant symbolically, but many 
scholars pursuing the s1udyo f Roman religion believe 1ha1 
1hey may have been taken quite literally. This is certainly 
understandable considering the prior experience of many 
or the catechumens. As these new converts became par1 
of the church in the firs1 quarter of the fourth century, 
Christianity gradually assimilated some of 1he rituals 
brought into the church by former pagans." Jacquetia 
Hawks writes: "More and more it (Christianity) had to 
lean towards the mystery religions with their initiations 
and sacramental means to personal salvation:._,, She then 
presents a list of many similarities in ritual and belief that 
may have been shared or direclly borrowed. "The frater
nal and democratic spirit of the first communities; the 
iden1ification o f 1he object of adoration with light and the 
sun; 1he legends of the shepherds and their gifts. of the 
flood and 1he ark; the representation in art of the fiery 
chariot: the drawing of water from the rock, the use of 
bell, book, and cand le, holy water and communion; the 
doctrine of heaven and hell: the atoning sacrifice; the 
warfare between good and evil and 1he triumph of the 
former. .. c1c."" 

Many o f the important annual ceremonies of the 
church came, in the fourth century. 10 coincide with solar 
and Mithraic celebra tions. The Na1ivi1y came 10 be cele
brated in December a1 the time o f the winter solstice, and 
Easter was celebrated at the spring solstice. The strong 
influence of 1hese pagan festivals can be found in the 
Christian literature of the age. An Exultant refers 10 Christ 
in this way: "Rejoice O earth , illuminated by this celestial 
radiancy."" St. Paulinas (A. D. 353·431) wrote at this time: 
"fur it isaher the so ls1ice, when Christ is born in the flesh 
with 1he new sun transformed the season of cold winter, 
and vouchsafing to man a healing dawn, commanded the 
nights to decrease al His coming with the advancing day:·" 
An antiphon sung al this rime pleads: .. 0 Day-spring, 
Brightness of the Ligh1 Eternal, and Sun of Justice. come 
and cn ligh1en 1hose who si1 in the darkness and shadow of 
dea th.""' In the fourth century, literature is replete with 
examples such as these. 

The Christian church increased dramatically in size 
during the early fourth century, and as I have shown, 
adopted many pagan rituals and represen1a1ions to fit 1he 
Christian service. Thus the symbolic portrayal of Christ as 
Apollo is in keeping wi1h the religious situation of the day. 
Alier all, Christ is referred 10 as "the Sun of Righteous· 
ness .. in Malachi and this representation of Christ may 
only have been an artist •s attempt 10 crea te a figure de
scribed in the Bible. That solar imagery was used should 
not be considered unusual as Christian seulp1ors did no t 
scruple 10 carve figures of the sun." In fac1, there are 
records that show 1ha1 Christi an sculptors were commis
sioned 10 work on solar images and accepted. but balked 
at images of Serapis and were martyred." This occurred 
despite the writings o f Amobius who demanded "a severe 
and remorseless judgement on Christians who worship· 
pcd or swore by the sun:~• 

Another interesting example of the conflicting icon · 
ography of the period can be found in the A_rch or Con
stantine. This triumphal arch was completed ,n A. D. 315 
and was constructed in celebration of Consiantine•s vic
tory at Milvian Bridge. According to legend. Constan• 



tine's forces prevailed because they affixed the Christian 
Chi Rho 10 their shields. Whether this is true or not, 
Constantine seems to have favored the Christians after 
this famous ba11le. In spi te o f this, there is no symbolism 
associated with the part played by the Christian image in 
lettering on the relief given over to the battle. Instead, 
soldiers bear statues of Victory. Mithras, and Sol invictus. 
The relief can be seen in Figure 6. 

The inscription on the arch is equally enigmatic. It 
reads: 

To the Emperor and Caesar Flavius Constantius 
the Great. the Pious. the Fortunate, Augustus
inasmuch as through the inspiration of Deity, and 
the grea tness of his mind. he with his army. 
avenged the state, with righteous arms both on 
the Tyrant and on all the partisans o f his lac· 
1ion - 1he Semuc and the People of Romededicat · 
ed the Arch adorned with Triumphs.'° 

The phrase "through inspiration o f Deity" is most 
intriguing, but there is no further evidence to suggest a 
Christian meaning. To what extent Constantine accepted 
Christianity thus remains a mystery. although many his· 
torians have speculated concerning the depth of his faith. 
One interesting thesis points to the influence of two Neo· 
platonic philosophers on the emperor. Hermogenes and 
Sopatros seem 10 ha,-e inrtucnced the tone of some of 
Constantine's edicts and their stature at the court is wel l 
documented. Accordingly, Christ may have been placed 
within the Ncoplatonic hierarchy where God the Father 
was revered as the sun. and Christ was viewed as his agent 
on earth. An historian writes concerning the philosophic 
speculation o f the period: "In an effort to join the two (the 
Christian God and Sol) more proround thinkers of the 
time in terpreted the Sun.Cod as a being o f changing 
manifestations. Physically he was the orb of l ight and fire 
in the sky, giver or life to the fields. More abstractly. he 
was personified in a rigurc whose acts and powers were 
revealed, like parables. in the details o f his life story. And 
by philosophers he could be grasped, or almost grasped , 
as an ineffable Intelligence. infusing light and energy into 
the world . .. a single unifying deity."" 

I The 00.s:ilic:3 had been consiruc1ed on a burial si1e 1ha1 had been used 
by both O ristiuns tind p~gM.). 

2 l'llocse an histocians who hokl that th~ mosaic is 101ally pagan are in 
lhe va.u minorit)'· M argherita Guarducci. the famous halian cpi • 
gr.1pher. has prcscn1cd s1rong C\'idcnce 10 $bow 1ha1 lhe 1omb of the 
Julii is the one comph:ld)' Chr~.stian tomb in the St. Peter's exca .. ·a· 
tions. She: points to chc ocher mosaic, in lhc tomb that depict .such 
Biblical 1hen'IC's as 1hc Cood Shepherd. 8~ptL'.Sm. Jonah, and the 
Eucharist. Guurducci bclieVeS that a ceiling design paying re••erence 
10 rhe cult or the sun would ha,·e been incon.sistent with the rest o£thc 
imerior scheme. Bccousc these: are the earliest known Christian 
mosaics. ond bc:cousc: they \lo\:te rendered at the same time. it appears 
as though her argumcni is valid. Also. Cuarducci points out that a 
figure crossing the heo,-ens in a chariot was a fairly popular Roman 
theme designed to show the apotht.-osis or the emperor. As we will 
see. solar-imperial and sol:ir-0,dstfon mo1ifs were often integrated in 
the chitd and !ourch centuries. R>r a more complete breakdown or 
this discussion sec: Murghcr·i1u Gu~rdu<.-ci. TTre Thmb of St. Peter , 
(New York: H3w,horn Books, l1H:., PubJishcrs. J960). 

. lJacquella Hawkes. Mott 0 11d 1hc Sun, (London: The Cres.scc PreS.'l. 
1%2). p. 200. 
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In A. D. 337, Constantine died, but the Christians had 
clearly made tremendous strid es in the political sphere 
during his reign. In the remaining years of the fourth 
cenrury, Christianity solidified its position and became 
the state religion ol the empire. During this period a very 
basic Christian iconography was developed and solar im• 
ages became increasingly symbolic." By the end of the 
century. few would have confused solar and Christian 
worship. although there were periodic warnings from the 
church lathers concerning the possibilities o f a revival.' ' 
Th.is threa t was without real substance as the existence of 
the cult of Sol invic tus had been to a large extent depen
dent on the support o l the emperor and the upper classes. 
As Rome entered the fifth century. Christianity had effec· 
1i,,ely replaced the worship of Sol in the higher levels of 
society. This.coupled with the fact that the worship of Sol 
invictus had ne,-cr really penetrated the great mass of 
Roman peasantry. caused the cult 10 gmduallydisappear. 
In the fifth ce111ury, Christianity was able 10 firmly estab· 
lish itself within the decaying Roman state and proved a 
relentless foe o f the various cults still in existence in the 
empire. Despite this dominance, depictions of Sol and 
M ithras continued 10 appear, although the cults had been 
much reduced in importance. During this time. Rome 
suffered from invasion and internal collapse; and the 
Christian church was essentially the lone surviving major 
institution. The disintegration of the empire ended the 
influence of the state cults and the worship of Sol and 
Mithras d isappeared in to the disorder of the earl y middle 
ages. 

In A. D. 323. Constantine apparently abandoned his 
patronage of Sol invictus. From this point on his coins are 
devoid of solar symbols and his support or the Christians 
increased. There ;ire lcucrs from this period that detail 
Constantine's financial gifts 10 the church. but perhaps 
more importantly. the lc11crs speak of a genuine interest 
in church affairs. This i111ercs1 may ha,-e been motivated 
in large part by political considerations. but the result was 
the same. increased prestige for the Christian faith. 

4 John Ferguson. The Rel,j:iolfs of tht1 Roman Empire, (Ithaca, Ne•· 
York: Cornell Uni\'crsi1y Prcs"l. 1970). 

5 l-lere he mean.. that farn1ers would worship for agricultural reasons 
white 1hc am1y would be suppotti\-c because of the imperial :wocia· 
1ion. Th~ examples an; ju)t l\loO of the many Ferguson presents. 

6 Consul1 Ferguson. 

1 /b;d, p. 46. 

8 /b;d. 

9 / Md. p. 49. 

10 /bhl. 

11 Cyril Bailey. PhaJc,t i11 the RoliRio11 of Ancie,11 Rome, (Bcrkclcy. 
California : University or Cali!orni:1 Press. 1932). p. 193. 

12 /b;d . 
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Fig. 3, Mithras crossing the sky in a chariot. Virunum, 
Austria. 
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Fig. 2. Mithras approaching Sol. Vi run um. Austria. 
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Fig. 4, Apollo as Sol crossing the sky in a chariot. 
Rome. See front cover. 
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Fig. 5, M edallion ol Constantine with Sol invictus por· 
trayed behind the emperor. 
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Fig. 6, Detail o f the A rch or Constantine. showing the victorious army of the emperor holding aloft symbols of 
Sol and M ichras, Rome. 
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Ottonian or Romanesque: Two Ivory Carvings from Liege 

It has become" commonplace to speak of the artistic 
production of Medieval Liege in such terms as ··Mosan 
classicism·· or ··Hellenism." in deference to that city·s 
pronounced imperial and Byzantine orientation. A mas• 
ter such as Renier of Huy. for example. illustrates this 
tradition most vividly. But as John Beckv.ith has noted. 
even Renier should be seen in a direct line of development 
from the Regism1111 Master and extending into the work 
of Nicholas of Verdun at the end of the twelfth century.' 
\\'Ith few exceptions. Liege ivory carving may be seen as a 
series of distinct responses to classicul themes. periodi· 
cully restat"d across the span of two centuries. 

I t is the purpose of the present study to examine two 
such exceptions: the first is an ivory panel depicting the 
Marriage at Cana. now in the Cleveland Museum of Art 
(Fig. I): the second plaque. in the Bargello in Florence. 
depicts the Women at the Sepulchre (Fig. 2).' That these 
works should have been ,lltributed to Liege has never 
been challenged. 111e Cle,eland ivory. for example. i.s 
known to ha,e decorated the cover of a late Carolingian 
gospel book written by a well-known Liege scribe, Frame· 
gaudus. ' As to the Bargello ivory. it was the first of a 
group of carvings which Adolph Goldschmidt associated 
"1th the Cle,1:land work and to which he assigned a 
"belgisch·rheinisch"' prownancc. La ter commentators 
have more or less accepted the common localization to 
Liege for both works. without. however. examining the 
problems of ch ronology. 

To begin with. numerous writers ha,e used the Cle,"· 
land ivory to identify the peculiarlyOuonian K111w wolle11 
which supplanted the earlier Carolingian esthetic.' Since 
in this case the precise model exists and is. in addition. a 
fine example of Rheims-style ivory carving, the contrast is 
a vivid one (Fig. 3).' The division into upper and lower 
registers. the disposition of figures and architectural de• 
vices all point to this work. or a similar prototype. as the 
inspiration for the Cle,eland piece. Hanns Swanenski. 
moreover. has argued that the impression of a "copy'" is in 
itself a hallmark of the Ottonian style. The characteristic 
··se,1:rely partitioned effect" and the "expressionistic con· 
centration on linear pattern" replaces "the organic. im· 
pressionistic modeling. the illusionistic space. and the 
birds-eye perspective:~ 

Otto von Rilke has also commented on the Ouonian 
stamp of the Cle,eland ivory. mth its distinctive propor· 
tion and measured harmony of mo,1:ment. in strong con· 
trast to the 0,1:rloading of the Cqrolingian relief. As for 
the archi tectural motifs. •'the slender round turrets were 
as unknown to Carolingian art as was the transformation 
of the shell-like movement of the strip of ground into 
"ell-shaped tendril leaves."' Finally. Peter Lasko has de· 
scribed the panel as a Lotharingian work or about 1000. 

1.1 

and feels it exercised the single most decisive stylistic 
influence on the bronze doors or Hildesheim Cathedral." 

On the other hand the Bargello ivory has been per· 
ceived as conforming to the essential characteristics of 
the Romanesque style. that is. a st)'le of roughly a century 
later. The ivory's resemblance to the Annunciation panel 
in Berlin and the Crucifixion plaque in the Victorian and 
Albert Museum. works clearly of the twelfth century. 
supports 1his contention. 11

• Swarzenski himsclr assigned 
the Bargello work to the earl)' twelfth century. noting in 
passing the similar treatment of drapery in the metalwork 
or Roger o f Hclmarshauscn.11 Falke has used the Florence 
and London plaques to conclude that the influence of the 
Liege school spread beyond the boundaries of the Meuse." 
A recent suney of ivories. finally. has cominued this 
direction of didactic anal~is by describing the work as a 
wry characteristic. very ··Romanesque" example of fig
urnl exaggeration." 

111ese two "exceptions·· to Mosan classicism ha,e been 
viewed separately. therefore. as examples o f the Ottonian 
and Romanesque phases of Liege carving-distant cous• 
ins in time though of identical birthplace. On the surface 
this is an acceptable ,1ew: bu1 there arc some clear and 
apparently overlooked visual clues. common to both 
works. which point to a much closer temporal relation • 
ship. 1 tis possible. in foct. that these panels were caned in 
the same workshop. 

At first glance the Bargcllo plaque. with its compres
sion of elongated figures wi thin the space. its sumptuous 
decor.Hive effects and monumental proportions. seems at 
odds with the Cleveland piece. And yet a comparison o f 
specific details yields surprisingly close parallels. The 
architecture or both ivories. for example. is alike in pro
portion and decorathe technique: wll. slender turrets 
with sloped offset. pyramidal cupolas. narrow windows 
with surrounding sills. sawtooth crenellation and tile. shin· 
gle or masonry embellishments. The inner molding of the 
Bargello panel is composed of the same rope motirasthat 
of the Cleveland work which r orms the column shafts and 
the long. sinuous paths of water which the servants grasp 
with their hands. The ground l[ne of both pieces i, ani
mated by deeply incised whorls. rencctingcommon Caro· 
lingian models. Drnpery. while more richly developed in 
the Bargello ivory. contains the same V-shapcd incisions 
between thighs. overlapping folds at the hemline and hard. 
geometrical oullincs. Servants at the marri;.1ge reast and 
soldiers asleep at 1he tomb v.ear similar undef£armcn1s 
the slee,1:s of which are described by spirals or dense 
parallel lines. 

The broad. sweeping gesture of the tmgd recalls the 
similar gesture of Christ in the lower zone of the Cle,,:• 
land panel. The compression of two figures together OC· 



curs in the lower right comer of the Cleveland work and in 
the left side of the Bargello work . Small morphological 
details correspond almost exactly, such as the overlap
ping folds of ,eils on the women's heads. Hands are large 
and rectangular with long, spatulate fingers; eyes have 
had the pupils drilled out,creating a staring effect (e,en, i t 
would seem, in the case or the "sleeping" soldiers): and 
the full lower lip and pronounced cheek fold give the 
mouth a grim expression, almost a grimace. Finally, and 
perhaps most decisively, two subtle textur ing techniques 
appear in both works: a striation pattern and a meander
ing interlace are combined on the Bargello tombstone 
and in various wine jars or the Cleveland work. 

It is clear , first or all, that a single est he tic guides both 
ivory carvings, and that, secondly, precise morphological 
de tails correspond almost exactly throughout. A final 
comparison can be made on the basis of what we may call 
epigraphy: the existence of certain inscriptions of a fun
damentally similar character on the garments of principal 
figures. Beginning with the topmost register of the Cle,e
land ivory, and concluding with the Bargello panel, the 
inscriptions may be listed as follows: 

CLEVELAND IVORY:UPPER 

the Virgin: 

(left thigh) (left elbow) 

LOWER 

first servant: 

(right thigh) 

Christ: 

(right thigh) 

BARCELLO IVORY: 

first woman: 

(right thigh) 

Angel: 

second servant:~ 

(right th igh) 

second woman:< 

(left elbow) 

(below sleeve o f left hand) 
/4 

Because of the hard, geometr ic treatment of the drap
ery, the " inscriptions" are at times indistinguishable from 
the masses of folds and decora ted hemlines. In the Flor 
ence plaque, moreover. the markings on the thigh of the 
first woman are partially hidden behind the chain of the 
censer. As in the Cle,eland ivory, the inscriptions are 
generally located in the same area of the body (thigh or 
elbow), and are composed of the same basic elements. 
Such points argue for the case that the impressions were 
carved at the time or the panels' productions, not added 
later: what is more, they indicate a common source, per· 
haps a single workshop, as the place of production. 

Less certain is the meaning, indeed the very identity. 
or these markings. While i t is tempting to view them as a 
kind of .. signature" of the artisan or workshop, i t is clear 
that no two characters are exactly repeated. despite their 
internal consistency. Most frustrating is the fact that many 
or 1he inscriptions are tantalizingly close 10 such scri pts as 
Runic and Greek. scripts which would have great bearing 
on 1he location of centers of production or patronage 
(that is, Scandinavian or Byzantine). Comparisons may 
also be made with early forms of arabic or Hindu-Arabic 
numbers, the so-called gobar numerals. which were known 
since 1he time or Gerbert or Aurillac, later Pope Syhester 
II (999· IOOJJ." It is known that Gerbert also practiced a 
l)•pe or shorthand alphabet, which appears in certain 
i lluminated manuscripts of the Ottonian period. " 

Since we have considered the prominent role played 
by models in 1he formation of the Ottonian style, and 
since both works reflect eclectic tendencies toward Caro· 
lingian and Byzantine prototypes, •• i t is possible that a 
model book, a book of appro,ed compositional patterns 
containing abbreviated notations by a draughtsman would 
have accounted for the existence or similar notations in 
the ivory. In other words, 1he artisan (or workshop) re• 
produced his models all too well. At any rate, contempo
rary manuscript illumination offe rs a fruit ful line of 
inquiry. and i t is in this direction that we may seek the 
origin of the inscriptions and a clue to the dating. 

Bernhard Bischoff has shown that a system ol so· 
called "Greek .. or "Chaldean .. numerical symbols were 
used in the M iddle Ages, gradually replacing Roman nu· 
merals as a simpler method of notation in manuscripts." 
The notations first appear in the 1welfth-century English 
"Ars notatoria, .. a scanty stenographic system, and may 
be found with minor variations in numerous manuscripts 
throughout the medieval period. A comparison of these 
la te stenographic figures with the inscriptions on the 
Cleveland and Bargello ivories yields close parallels. In 
both cases we find angled lines with cross bars and parallel 
bars. Unfortunately, the English examples tell us little 
about the meaning of the symbols formed on the ivories, 
and less still about 1he probable date of execution. 

The solution to this problem lies partly in the evolu· 
l ion of manuscript illumination in Liege itself. The length· 
ened, attenuated figures in the Oeveland and Bargello 
plaques represent a culminating phase o f figural exag• 
geration which also occurs in i lluminations of the second 
half o f the eleventh century. Works such as the frontis
piece 10 the Homilies or Gregory of Nazianzus, " or the 
.. au thor" portrait page in the Commentary of Florus on 
the letters or Saint Paul " describe a gradual elongation or 
figures and greater elaboration or architectural motifs. 



The Aorus Commentary is particularly indicative of the 
style of the later eleventh century. Rich architectural 
effects, with arcades culminating in intersecting roofs of 
multiple textures, separated by towers set "on edge," and 
knotted curtains hung between arches, echo correspond· 
ing devices in the ivory carvings. Another manuscript, 
The Evangeliary of Judith of Flanders, is valuable because 
it can be securely dated to 1066· 107 I. 10 It shows a treat• 
ment of drapery, particularly women's veils, which issim· 
ilar to corresponding motifs in the Cleveland and Bargello 
ivories. 

Having noted the rich architectural effects on painted 
page and carved plaque, a word should be said about the 
actual structures which inspired them. The so-called tomb 
on the Bargello ivory represents a complex of twin flank· 
ing stair turrets, massive triple-staged spire, and gabled 
roof over a basilican nave rendered in perspective. Whal 
we are looking at is in fact the westwork of an early 
medieval church, of a type initiated in the Carolingian 
period and continuing long into the Romanesque. The 
towers and spires of the Bargello ivory are surprisingly 
close to the wesrwork of the abbey church at Cenrula 
(Saint·Riquier), which we know from a seventeenth cen· 
tury engraving.' ' 

I John Beckwilh. &rly Medi,n•a/ Ari (New York: Frederick A. Praeger. 
1964). pp. I 78·179. 

2 The Ocveland Museum of Ari, Gift of the John Huntington Art and 
Polytechnic Trust. Formerly in the Collection of the Duke or Cumber· 
land. Sec Adolph Goldschmidt, Dr"e Elfenbeinskulplurenausder Zeit 
der karoHngi'schen ,md siicluischen Kaiser, I (Berlin: B. CJssirer, 
1914•23). No. 27: 17.8 x 14.3cm. Aorence.MuseoNa,,ionalc (carrand 
Collection. No. 36): Goldschmidt. II (1914). No. 162: I 1.8 x t0.2cm. 

3 Paris, Biblioth!quc Nationale, MS Lat. 17969: a LiCge work of per· 
haps the early tenth century. See J. Porcher. ed . . 8iblio1htiquc Na• 
tfonalc. Les ma.mt.Suit.S d Pe,i111ue en France du Vile 014 Xlle Sil!cle 
(Paris: BibliotMque NationaJe, 1954). No. 50. The size and shape of 
the ivory plaque make it possible to prove its original use. 

4 See especially Hunn.s Swarzenski, ''The Role or CopiC$ in the N.>rma• 
1ion or the Styles or the Ele\'enth Century," S1udies ;,, We.11em Ari. 
Acts of lhe Twe,itieth International O:,mgress of the fliStory of Art, I 
(Princeton : Princeton Univ. Press, 1963). pp. 7-18: and Otto ,·on 
Falke. et al., Der Welfenschatz (Ftankfun/Main: Franklurter Verlag· 
sanstnlt a. g .. 1930). pp. 40-41: see also Peter Lasko. Ars Sacra. 
8()()-J}()() (Harmondswonh. GB: Penguin Books, I 972). p. 120. Neither 
Marcel Lurent, Joseph Philippe.Jean Lejeune nor any or the principal 
authorities on Mooan ivories has discussed this work. 

5 London. British Museum (Dat1on C,a1alog11e, 1909, pl. XXII . No. 44: 
Goldschmidt. I. No. 46). 13.8 x 8.3cm. The ivory. assigned by Gold· 
schmidt to the liuthard group, once adorned the cover or a Gospel 
book now in Darms1ad1 (Landesbibliothek. Ms. 746) which is signed 
by lhis same Liuthard. 

6 Swarzenski. ''The Role of Copies." pp. 15·16. 

7 Swanenski.Mo111mre11l! o/ Romanesque Art. 2nd ed. (O,icago: The 
Univel"5ity of Chicago. 1967). p. 26. 

8 falke. p. 41. 

9 Lasko. p. 120. 
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The structure found on the Bargello ivory, however, is 
clearly depicted as masonry, not wood, as ar Centula. 
Historically the translation of wooden spires into stone 
occurs during the tenth and eleventh centuries, as for 
example in the Church of St. Cyriacus of Gernrode." 
Within the borders of Belgium itself, and a direct descend· 
ant within the Centula strain, is the imposing church of St. 
Gertrude at Nivelles.'l The building still retains its rail 
westwork, daring basically from the ele,enth century; if 
one can imagine ii with a triple-staged spire over the 
c rossing, one would have a complex similar to the "tomb" 
structure depicted on the ivory. 

While it is difficult to substantiate an exact daring 
based upon correspondences with manuscript illumina· 
lion and similarities to architectural features, it is none· 
the less possible to view these two ivories as close com pan• 
ions in a period of rapid stylistic change. The available 
data indicates the late eleventh century, very likely the 
third quarter, as the period of time this workshop flour· 
ished; perhaps a surer chronology must await the deci· 
phering of the inscriptions. At any rate, both works reflect 
the crossing of the threshold into the Romanesque, one 
looking forward, the other backward. 

10 Betlin~Dahlcm. Staatlichc Muscen. Preussischer Kuhurbesitt. (Gold· 
schmidt, I I, No. 160). 18.4 x I 1.9cm, London. Victoria and Albert 
Museum (Goldschmidt. IL No. 161: Longhurst Co1olog11k, 1927. No. 
151-1866). 18.S x 11.5cm. Longhursl assigned the Crucifixion to the 
early 1welfth century: Goldschmidt assigned 10 both works a date or 
ca. I JOO. 

11 Swaricnski, Monumems . p.29. 

12 Falke. p. 41. 

13 Danielle Gaborit--Oopin. £.lfenbeinkuntt im Mittelalter (Berlin : 
Gcbr. Mann. t978). p. 10$. 

14 See Alenndre Olleris, Oeuvres de Gerbert (Paris: C. OuMoulin. 
1867). p. 361: Nikolai Bubnov. Gerberti postea Sifrestn· II papoe 
opera mothemotica (Berlin: R. rTiedliinder. 1888), p. 381. The gobar 
nu1nerals were: numbers wrinen in 1he sand, or li1erally. "dust num· 
bers."' 

15C.arl Norden(alk. '"An Early Medieval Shorthand Alphabet," Spec· 
ulum. XIV (1939). pp. 443447. 

I 6 Hanns Swanenski suggested 1ha1 the Bargello ivory was inspired 
by a Byz.antine gilded plaque from the Treasure of Saint-Denis in the 
Louvre (hfonumen1s, p. 29, mus. No. 6), A inuch more likely model 
is the Victoria and Albert Museum i,•ory plaque depicting scenes 
from the Life of Christ (Longhursc UJ,atogue, No. 295·1867), one of 
a group or l lalo•Byiantine ivories. 

17 Bernard Bischoff. ''Die sogenanmen 'griechischen' und 'chaldais• 
chen· Zahluichen des abendUindisc-hen M iuelalters," Mit1elalrer• 
liche Studlen. A11sgewiihlte Aufsiit:e : ur Schn'f1kunde 1wd Lit· 
eraturgeschichtc, I (Stuttgan. 1966), pp. 67-73. 

18 Brussels, BibliothCque royale. Ms. II. 2570. fol. Jr. See J. Proc,hno. 
Dos Schreiber und Dedikationsbild in der deulschen 8uchmolerei, I 
(Leipzig•Berlin: 8. O. Teubncr, 1929). 66f: C. Gaspar. F. Lyna. les 
principaux mam,scrits d peintures de Bibliotheque royole de Bel• 
J.:t"que (P.clris: SociCt6 francaise de reproductions de manuscrits a 
pcinturcs. 1937). No. 16. pp. 58-60. 



19 Brussels. Bibliotheque royalc, Ms. 9369-70; Gaspar. l.yna. No. 15. pp. 
56"8. 

20 Fulda, Hessischcs Landesbibliolhek. Hs. Aa 21: see Hanns Swan.en· 
ski. The Berthold M,$sal. The Pt.,rpont Morga,r Ubral)' M s. 110 at1d 
the Scnj,1orium of Weinkarum Abbey (New York: The Pierpont 
Morgan Library, 1943). 

21 W. EH man. Centula. Saim·Riquier. Eine U11ters1~chung zur Geschich· 
re der kir,:-hlich,:n Bouk.uns, in der Karoli11gcrzei1 (MOn.s1er: As· 
chendorff. t 912), figs. 1-2, 

Fig. I. The Marriage at Cana. Cleveland Museum of Ari. 
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22 See E. Gall. Karolinj:ische un(/ 011011ische Kirthe,, (Burg bei Magdc· 
burg: A. Hopfer. 1930). 24f: H. Jantzen. 011011ische Kunst (Munich: 
MOnchner Verlag, 1947). 61f: G . H. For5,y1he, Jr., "St. Manin"s at 
Angers and the Evolution of Early Medie\'al Oiurch Towers," Art 
8ul/e,;,. , XXXII (1950). p. 317. 

23 See A. Verbcc-k. "Ouo ni.~che und staufis<:he Wat1dgliederung a111 
Niederrhein:· Beitrogc :ur K unst des Mittelalters {Bertin: Gcbr . 
Mann. 19.50), 70f: A. Mouan. LIJ colftigiale Su,.(;er1r11de ,le Nfrclles 
(Nivclles: Les A rchc~. 1954). 
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Fig. 3. The Marriage at Cana. Bri1ish Museum. 
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Mechanisms of Visual Perception 
Related to Aspects of Gothic Cathedrals 

For most observers a Gmhic c111hedral is ineffably 
more th;m the sum of i1s np1)()intments and its architCC · 
iure. 'lltis discussion de,ols wi1 h physiological and sublirn · 
inal mechanisms which may in pan account for impres
sions susw.ined by obS(!r\"crs. Recent scienti fic litcrnturc 
hasa11cmp1ed 101racc psychological response, to specific 
pcrccpcual stimuli. Assuming the ,·cm1agc point of those 
1hcorics and data can help 1hc an historian to undcrsrnnd 
1hc in t roduction of achilcccural c lements for the purpose 
of affec ting the viewer·~ c rno1 io ns in a specific direc tion. 

Jn thei r art icle "A f1crcf£cc1s in Visual Perception .. 
Favrc~u and Corb~tll is explore visual phenomcn:t in order 
10 disco"er how the st:nsc organs and the nervous system 
function in processing inforrni11ion .• Based on the hy· 
po1hcsis of J. J. Gibson we shall explore the ncga1ive after· 
dfoc1s and negati\'c ;1f1crimagcs in h:rms of devia1ions 
from an established norm.: \>Vhcn one is exposed 10 any 
gi\'Cn figure or image for a period of time. the f igure or 
image becomes a norm. Hence new figures ,icwcd ;_1hcr 
this adjustm~nt arc.! understood in relation to this ·norm.' 
Gibson gives an 1.!Xampk of this phenomenon : a lini.:: t ilted 
~ligh tly from the verlical m ight induce the observer to 
recalibrate his conccp1ion of the vertical tow~trd the l ine. 
A truly venical line would 1hen be seen as hc.:ing tilted in 
thl! olhl!rdirection.' Thc authors accept 1hi~ rcac1ion only 
as a special c;1sc ~incc 1101 all aftereffects irwoh-c obvious 
norms (such as 1hc true- ,,;:rlical or horizon1all. 1l1ey 
therefore rely more heavily on concepts involving the 
neuro-physiology of 1hc visunl system. 

Physiologically nega tive afterimages cmcrg..: in the 
rctin(l ~md the neurons hc)·Ond the receptors. 1ha1 is the 
bipolar crnd g:mglion ci.: lb. and possibl)' in the lateral 
gcniculate nucleus. After long stimulation. the cells in the 
rc.!tina and the neurons adap1 and become h:ss responsive. 
The opponcnt·procc'5 cells 1ire. ,md la1igue leads 10 1hc 
misintcrprcrntion of images. Unlike afterimagc.:s. motion 
af1crcffocts depend on phenomena 1ha1 probably take 
pl:1ce in 1hc visual cortex. According 10 J-lubcl :111d VJiescl' 
three typl!S of neuron cells arc round in the visua l cortex . 
Simple cells respond 10 edges. sli1s or l ines which m us1 be 
precisely oriemecl in the visual field 10 cause 1he cells 10 
respond maximally. ·n,e complc., and finally 1he hyper· 
complex cells react more specifically. Their rcs1>0nse may 
be comingent on a preferred stimulus in motion. N. Stuan 
Su1hcrland suggcs1s 1ha1 lhcse neurons are alsosubjec110 
fa1igue and can produce rno1ion and orienttnion after
dfcc1s.' He asserts 1hat perception is 1he result of an aver· 
aging of neuron ac1 ivi1y. ½'hen we shift o ur attention from 
a stimulus 1hat has crcaccd n bias of activity by tiring cer· 
w in neurons. the new stimulus is analyzed by an unbal
anced system. This rcsuhs in distortion. 

Some researche;:rs ha"e stipulated neurons tha1 deal 
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with sever:tl aspcc1s of a visual s1 imulus. McCollough has 
dcmonscratcd 1he func tion or l ine detectors as rccipic111s 
of color ,rnd orienla tion. and has t.:stablished 1hcir pre· 
scnce in the visual coricx or the ci.::rcbrum." He;:pler. S1 ro · 
meycr :rnd M ansfidd ha,e d isco,ered color aflerdfecis 
contingent on the direction of mot ion. Favreau. Corballb 
and Viccor F. Emerson have confirmed color-corningcru 
motion cflects: 

All 1h1;sc phenomena presume the existence of high ly 
specific f\!;Hure de1ec-tors. C\'cn if some scicn1 is1s bdicvi.:: 
that neurons in the brain deal with more general vi su:11 
compo ncnlS such as spat ial frequency. Specific ncurom. 
in the cortex of an imals. for instance. respond to stimu li 
only wi1hin a narrow range of spatial frequency. Other~ 
hdic\'e that independently functioning neurons become 
associated wi1h the visual process. lbis association i~ 
learned. pro,-en by 1hc fact that figural and motion ~•her· 
effects transfer from one eye 10 the c.>1hcr. while contin· 
gent aftereffects. where one component is color. do 1101. 

Con1ingcn1 ~1f1crdfcc1s require inpu t from both eyes since 
the neurons do not seem to t ra nsfer information across 
separ:.arc.! neural pathways. each of which can form diffor· 
ent associat ions. More evidence for 1his theory is gi,een hy 
the;: persistence of many coruinl_!Clll aftereffects. The facl 
1hat they remain as long ;JS a week cannot be explained 
1hrough fatigue: 

Masland has hypothesized 1hat 1he combina1ion or 
fa tigue and the formation of associ,uions may explain the 
l ingering of an ahcreffec1 which has physically faded. 
Associutions through informa1ion from n1ore speci fic re
ceptors would convergt!. in1erac1. and then be stored 
1hrough a higher le\'el of processing. These associa1ions 
unlikc the lo"er le\'els of visut1I pcrccp1ion - can become 
long•tcrm adaptations. 

Using a compu1er sys1em 1h:11 allowed him 10 anal)te 
1he s1imuli presented 10 each eye. John Ross has rcecntl) 
presented intriguing explanations of dl.!pth·pcrc:eption ... 
ll1c two dimensional information provided by 1wo dis· 
pa rate. though very similar. images is organized by mcctn~ 
of a conceptual fral'nework. using insignifican t cui:s 10 
create the third dimension without three dimensional 
s1imuli. Lc:,rned spatial rdations hn,-e turned into :111 
automatic system or intcrprc,~uion and the respon~ b the 
"crea1ion" or a threc-dimcn:i.ional image. The modular 
organiz.:uion of architcc1ural elements in Go1hic c;.1th~
drals in<.-oq>oratc.s numcrouSSJ)atiul (rcqucncic~. Large ex· 
panscs ~•re s1ruc1ured by rcpcu1ed c lemen ts such :,s 
arcades. triforum galleries. ri bbed vaults (Fig. I). Asana · 
ly,cd b)' Corballis and F,wrcau. our perception of spa tial 
freq uencies may be due to ncurc.ms responsive 10 Spc!cific 
rcpc1i1i\'C impulses. The resulting fatigue of tht.! nc:uron:, 
may produce 1he experience of a kine1k- effecl. When one 



wa lks along th..: nave. lh..: vi:-.ual system adap1s to a stable 
bias. Upon changing di rec tion to enter a tn:msept. one's 
aucntion is shi f1 ed 10 an alt...:rnatc rrcqucncy. and 1hc new 
space may he perceived :is hdng wider or nurrowt.:r de· 
pending on 1he bias crcalcd by 1hc previous frequency. A 
rapid succession or such biases continually created ,md 
rcph1cing each 01her may prod uce a feel ing of motion. It 
cm1 be hypothcsi,.cd 1hut 1hc ch~rnging si1.c of details such 
as 1hc irregular juxtaposition of ~1 rches in 1hc transept of 
Lincoln cathedral would not allow thli! visual svs1c11, 10 
adap1 10 one. predictable frequency. ;.incl cons~quently 
m:1ke it dirficult 1oeswblish an actual image or space (Fig . 
21. This 1axcs 1hc cxpccw1ion of regulari1ycrc,11cd through 
1he pcr('eption of 1hc na\\: to possibly crea1e visual dis· 
comrorr. Similarly 1hc cx1rcme ,\:rl ical frequencies found 
in Amiens. Beauvais .lnd Cologne may crcale a strong 
bias which would prcxlucc dis1or1ion when new stimuli 
are added (Fig. :l). ·n,is m:i) :iccoun1 for 1he highly dra· 
ma tic eHcc-t associ;11cd with these Hij?h Gothic struc1urcs. 

TI1e no1ion of fa1iguc produced by aftereffects can 
"ISO he applied 10 swincd gl:iss. The windows ohen prc· 
senl extreme contrasts or light and color that the \fisual 
system must assimilate. Complementary colors or highly 
opposed hrigh1 and dark colors produce ir11ensi,·e s1im· 
ulntion of the visual cortc.\:. Setting aside learned religious 
or acs1hc1ic rcac1ions. thc rapid succession or visual stim 4 

uli demands u continual rcadjustmenl of neural £iring 
pauerns and 1hus puts" s1ress on the visual reccp1o rs of 
the retina. Ah..::rimages produced by the window~ with 
their high con1ras1s o f color and the changing intensity of 
light versus the darkness of the ttrchitccturc create an 
intense bomb.irdment or st imuli. 1l1c "flerimagcs move 
wi th 1hc changir~g position o f the eyes. resuhing in neural 
ratiguc and multiple stro ng aflcrimages. This may lead to 
nn ethereal or even .. psychedelic .. respo nse experienced 
by some observers. 

1 n addition (he phenomenon or subjec1ivc contours 
may play a major role in 1hc perceplion of ca1hedral 
archi1cc111rc. As expl:1incd by Gaetano Kani1,sa 1hc per· 
ception of conto urs which do 1101 c..,'"()incide with an actua l 
ohjecl is :t familiar occurcnce.* • These dis10rted perccp· 
1ions have certain auributes and can be c reated and ex · 
plained in a number o f wuys. A contour that is not ac1ually 
1hcrc bu1 has a s1rong phenomenal presence. such as a 
circle. is referred to as an amodal contour. Modal con· 
1ours also have no precise physical basis bu1 1hey can be 
--seen:· Subjective contours ha,\! two common character· 
is1ics: 1he area is briglncr 1han 1hc surroundings and 1he 
subjcc1ivc contour seems like an opaque surface which is 
superimposed upon ohcn similarelemcnls. llu1 symmetry 
is not a necessary attribute of a subjective cont0ur which 
c,m also be generated by curved and irregular shapes. 
Subjccti,e contours arc low in rcsi:;swncc to interference. 
If n real line passes through such " contour. it wil l con· 
tinuc to exist. but is pcrcciv~d as passing under the im· 
posed shape. Subjcc1ive contours operate like real ones. 
but they belong 10 the realm of op1ical illusions. n,e 
contour can 1herdore be perceived as transparent. A 
con1rast between l igh111nd adjact!nt darker areas. such as 
in a ca1hcdral wall. would strongly enhance 1hc pcrcep· 
1ion o f 1he brighl areas. 

A 1ranscp1 Iii by a large rose window miglll 1herefore 
appear to be covered by a semi-circular vaul t and would 
therefore seem wider 1ha11 1hc nave. Even witho ut the 

contnist bc1wcen ligh1 and dark. the powerful circular 
shape wou ld .encl co create a subjcctivc ci rcular con lour 
or the adjacent zones. 

Con1our dc1ectorcel ls of the cyc c:.111 also be uc tiva ted 
by shon lines in 1hc visual diSJ)lay. and 1hc lines arc 
occasionally intcrprc1cd as one continuous line. Repeated 
c lements in an elevat ion. even if they arc a considerable 
diswncc from each 01hcr. c:111 1hcrefore be ,cr1icall y or 
hori1..on1ally connected. Generall y the br..lin tends 10 re
organi ze a multiplicity or surfaces and contrasts imo a 
simpler and more Stahle visual grid. and to complc1c 
discontinous elemcn1s hy connecting 1hem within an arti· 
ficially created surface on which contours arc laid out in 
an orderly fashion. Because of the illusion of depth or. 
more corrcc1 ly. layering allied wi1h 1his phenomenon. 
Sianley Coren has suggcs1cd 1h:.111hc mechanism of bin · 
ocular dep1h pcrccp1ion is also invol\'cd. :md 1ha1 1hc 
stn1tifica1ion of figures is a (unction of their completion." 
This:occurence is contingent on 1he probability and ni:ed 
for organization. 

n,e vauh of 1he cha1>cl of S1. Caiherinc in S1rasbQurg 
cathedral can be viewed in term:-. or the visual cortex's 
need for complc1ion (Fig. 41. 111crc is a rcl:11i,c weakness 
of rib contours 10 webbing surfaces. ·n,c crea1ion of a 
st might plane is made extremely difficult by the curva1urc 
of rhe vauh. and ii is 1hcrcforc :1l111os1 impossible 10 sec 
1he basis of 1hc linear design . 'Inc fac11ha1 it is based on 
iruerlock ingcircles is not easily understood by 1hc viewer. 
because the circles arc low in rcsisrnncc to the intcrfcr· 
encc or 1he m;rny interlocking and incomplctli!d l ines. 

Similar difficuh ics exis1 in 1hc perccp1ion or buures• 
sing sys1cn1s (Fig. :,). ·n,c row o f buurcsses in Bourges is 
experienced as especially sr11 isfying and elegant because 
1he proximity of idcnlica l c lemen ts c:111 easi ly be per
ceived as a steep pla ne. 11,c absence or a 1ransep1 en· 
hanccs 1hc illusion of 1hc huurcsscs as a single unified 
envelope o r a scmitr:insparcnt plane.: cur ving around the 
che,,c1 . 

If 1he flyers arc spaced more widely a pan 1hcy can no 
longer be conncc1cd and become single. vulnerable 
"lines." Srnlk -likc buurcsses appc,sr around the apse of 
Noire Dame in Paris (Fig. 6). l11ey arc perceived as iso· 
lated entities rather than a contimmtion and are spaced 
a pan 100 widely 10 satisfy 1hc mind ·s :1bilil)' for com pie· 
1ion of 1he main body of 1he ca1 hcdral. ·n,e fluid func1ion 
of 1hc Bourgcs buurcsscs can be compared 10 1he fluid 
func1ion of a capirnl which conncc1s 1hc venical supporl· 
ing clcme111s wi1h a pu rely visual hori1.ontal base for 1he 
sys1cm of arcades. I n A miens. on the other hand. 1he Oicrs 
arc spaced more wich.:ly and arc 1rcatcd as sophisticaled 
archittctural decoration. and their complexity makes it 
difficuh 10 pcrcchc 1hem as a single wraparound surface. 

An image tha1 iantalizcs the mind's tendency toward 
si,npli fica1ion is 1he facade of Lincoln cathedral (Fig. 7). 
Many related clements seem to require comple1ion. both 
in a horizontal and vertical direction. Ambiguous cues 
produce frusmuion. The towers are visually somewhat 
connected with 1hc fac"1de through a tenuous Norman 
vertical plane which corrcspo11ds10 thcoutercdgcsofthe 
1owers. The conncc1ion is i111crrup1cd by a series o f hori· 
zonta ls which arc also vying for visual completion. E\'en 
the s1reng1h of usuall y swble subjcc1ivc planes is wxed at 
the in1erscc1ions of 1hesc horizonwl and vertical 1hrus1s. 
The large and deep central arch cuuing thro ugh the 



facade is llankccl by four horizontal stories creating a 
powerfull y repetitive thrust. which is almost hypnotically 
enhanced by seemingly innumerable blind arches. One of 
these arcades holds additional structurally illogical de· 
corative elemen1s which reinforces the fascination wi1h 
horizontals. The towers rise . set slightly back above thi s 
powerful middle zone design. and can not visuall y be 
reconnec ted with the plain remains of the Norman base. 
Similar visual tricks characterize the well-known .. crazy 
vaults of Lincoln:· and --sliding .. rows of arches behind 
trilobed arches in the boys· vestry. In the corner these 
arches meet. and rise above the apex of the other arches. 
thereby indicating some sort of collision. Other highly 
precise and calcula1ed irregulari1ics in the treatment of 
large blind and fenestrated arches in the transepts attest 
to the consummate interest in optical tricks practiced by 
the English builders who must ha\'e been highly trained in 
architectural graphics (Fi_g. 2). 

Surface color. recently treated in Jacob Beck 's ·Toe 
Perception of Surface Color .. can also. on occasion. be 
perceived as .. film colors .. (seen. 11 ). While surface color 
is 1>erceived as an attribute o f an object. film color is seen 
asa homogcneOlL1i Cll\'l!:lope varying in brightness. saturn· 
tion. hue and lightness. These di fferences emerge when 
one views contrasting luminance varia1ions. i: According 
to Beck. colors such as olive green. gray and brown can· 
not exist within the range of film colors and thus emerge 
independently. Different textures also give rise to various 
reactions. The reflection of light may be confounded with 
our perception of a surface color. Discrepancies between 
reflected light from the surface. and light from the object 
itself can also change surface appearances. Beck suggests 
that we comprehend a pattern of reflected light as a single 
object. First the pauern of light is discerned by the sen· 
sory process. and then visual cues are used to organize the 
pattern. 

Color constancy is the abi lity 10 separate the color of a 
surface from the intensity of the illumination. H . von 
Helmhohz proposed that we can weigh two components 
of the visual spectrum simultaneously. and that our de· 
finition of the surface color is determined by our gauging 
in hue and intensity o f surface illumination." Ewald Her· 
ing stressed the concepts of adaptation and contrast." 
Accordingly our sensation of surface color depends on 
the mtio of contrast between an object and its background. 
the ration remain ing constant in various illuminations. 
More recently it has been demonstrated that visual cues 
such as shadows and perspective cues which reveal spatia l 
positions can also affect color perception. When cues for 
spatia l position and luminance are not consistent. spatia l 
accuracy takes precedence over color perception.and the 
area with less light is perceived as a surface of darker 
color. Three types of cones in the retina mix light to an 
addicive color mixture. Subtractive color mixture is 
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achie,•ed when paints (hues) are mixed. The opposing 
wavelength produced by the particles of paint absorb 
each other. the ml!dian wavelengths n: main 10 reflect 
more strongly. Hering assumes that the principles of sub· 
tractive color mix ture dominate. Transparency effects 
are therefore not produced by the color receptory, but 
are percei,,a:d by the less complex process of absorption. 
Impressions of transparency are favored by stimuli that 
suggest depth and are enhanced by the tendency to see 
complete and closed figures (seen. 11). Most importantly 
the grasp of incidental illumination and cues for apparent 
spatial position most strongly influence the extent of re· 
tcntion of color conscancy. 

In the cathedrals an almost hypnotic effect is achieved 
by the interaction of the sculpted surfaces with light and 
color. and the mechanism of negative afterimages be· 
comes strongly involved. Sculptures and the walls were 
co,•ered with colors which themseh,a:s were illuminated 
by stained glass. It thus becomes difficult to differentiate 
the auributes of the visual display that are due to the 
painted surfaces from those that are produced by inciden· 
tal illumination. Cues for the intensity of illumination 
and the "stability .. of colors therefore become unstable. 
Chartres or the Sainte Chapelle, for instance. undergo 
dramatic changes in illumination due to the varying posi· 
tion of the sun and the movement of clouds. Colors con· 
stantly shift and the maintenance of color constancy is 
difficult and complex. Sculpted. painted or stained glass 
figures may seem to move soundlessly. within an ethereal 
realm. The loss of stained glass and of the painted decora• 
tion in most medieval churches has obviously changed 
their in terior effect fundamentally. Some medieval sculp· 
tors adjusted their work so that - when viewed from 
below- the figures remain in proportion: they apparently 
knew that cues for spatial relations automatically take 
preference over those for illumination. 

The general intuitive capacity of perception was ex• 
ploited by the architects developing national styles. The 
highly logical and cerebral structures of French Gothic 
would appeal to viewers trained in an atmosphere of 
anthropomorphic art, whereas the highly complex ele· 
ments of three-d imensional graphics found in English 
Gothic vaults. arches. hanging keystones or the scissor 
arches of Wells would appeal to a public trained in com· 
plex linear expression. English Gothic therefore might 
seem to violate certain conceptions that exist at a very 
deep level of cognition in France. while French Gothic 
might seem boring and predictable to the English cogni· 
tive system. 

The complexity of these questions and the fact that 
they can only be partially answered demonstrates the 
need for a fuller understanding of our responses to art. 
responses which are inexorably linked to the biological 
mechanisms of perception. 



1 0. E. Favreau and M. C. Corballis. "Nega1ive Afterdfec1s in Vis~1:,;J 
Perception:· Sciemific American, 2.15, No. 6 (December. 1976). 42-48. 
See also &!ward G. Ctr1ereue and Morion 8. Friedman, Handbook 
of Perception, \'QI. 1. Academic Press. 1973. 

2 A nega1ive afterimage is a dark image that remains o n the rclina after 
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o pposite direction. 

3 Favreau ar1d Corballis. p. 42. 

4/Md .. pp. 43-44. 

5 N. Stuart Sutherland. see Favreau arid Corballis. p. 44. 
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son. see Favreau and C.Orballis, pp. 4445. 
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1hat his "spiral effect .. can persist as long as 24 ho u r.s. The spiral is 

Fig. I. Char1rcs, cathedral. interior. 
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rotated on a turntable at 3J 1/3 revolutions per minute, and when 
stopped ii appears lO move in 1he oppo6itc direclion. For favreau the 
ahererrec1 lasted for a week. 

9 John Ross . .. The Resources o f Binocular Perception," Sciemifi<" 
American, 243. No. 3 (March. 1976), 80.s6. Ross asserts that m<>Ving 
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both cas.es a perception or dep1h. 

JO Gaetano Kanizsa, "Subjective Contours," Sciemific American. 243. 
No. 4 (April. 1976), 43-52/ 11. See Kaniu;a. p. 52 (SI. Coren). 

11 Jacob Beck, '1'he Perceptio n of SurfaceColor,"StientificAmerican. 
233. No. 2 (Augusi. 1975), 62-75. 

12 We~ter's Third New Jmernational Dictiona,y defines lrm1i11artce as 
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Fig. 3. Cologne. ca1hedrn l. choir. 
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Fig. 4. $1rasbourg. ca 1hcdral. St. C;itherine's chapel. vault . 

Fig. 5. Strasbourg. S1. Catherine's chapel. Placement Plan. 
(By permission of Oeuvre Noi re Dame. S1rasbo11rg.) 
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Medieval Looms 

Weaving during the Middle A ges became a wide· 
spread and pro£itablc enterprise in mosl European towns. 
A wide range of occupations could be used 10 build a case 
for the importance or the textile arts and service indus• 
tries during the Gothic era: the use o f expensive dycssuch 
c·1s murex. the investment in gold and silver threads. and 
the value or silk and linen all support this proposition. 
However. even more elemental than these supportive oc· 
cupalions is the study of the va riet)r of medieva l looms 
and the technology on which the 1ex1ile industry was 
based. 

The invcn1orics included here scarcely suggesl the 
101al ex1en1 or the textile industry, but they can serve 10 
dcmons1ratt.:: the importance or textiles in medicvul times 
and o ffer an estimate or the numbers of looms actually in 
cxistt.:nce. M ore than two thousand looms were reported 
at Provins by 1256. Flanders reflected the same prosper· 
ous condition: at Ghcn1 there were two thousand and 
three hundred weavers making cloth: at Ypres in 1313. 
ninety•two thousand five hundred pieces of cloth were 
taken from 1hc loom. and each piece measured from 
thirty to sixty yards. Produc1ivi1y in twelfth-century Italy 
was accelerating. Sixty thousand weavers lived in Milan. 
Verona in 1300 reponed thirty thousand pieces o f cloth 
woven. \Ve-avers in the Arno region wove one hundrc:d 
thousand pieces o f cloth worth over a million gold florins. 

lnven1orics or t..tpes1ries further stress the: monumen· 
tal economic impact or the tc:xt ile industries. The inven· 
torics o f notables or the time suggest that they owned far 
more tapestries than could have been necessary. Philippe 
le Bon ( 1440) added a room in his Arras rcsidcnccin order 
to yuard his collection safely against fire . There: he: c:m· 
ployed six guards and twelve valets to look art er his tapes· 
tries. as well as a staff of repairers. 

The following detai led examination o f nine cloth 
looms found in Gothic art from 1250 to 1540 should give 
an intimate view or the development of floor looms~ In 
add ition five illustrations of the less complicated tapestry 
loom are considered. A glossary o f terms and a labelled 
illustration (Fig. I l are provided. 

CLOll-1 LOOMS 

I . From a manuscript in Trinity Collge. Cambridge. 1250.' 
The floor model of a horizonta l loom (Fig. 2)' shows 

the 1readle·loom with ,ill its essential parts. The from and 
back beam wind to hold long warps. Winding or the beam 
is achieved by means of a lever rod which exerts pressure 
against the warp beam. Sheds are formed by the raising 
and lowering or 1wo harnesses which connect 10 1he 
foot-powered treadles by cords and pulleys. The upper 
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frarnc houses the cords and pulleys above the: wc:aver's 
head. --n,c nude weaver is seated <-IC a convenient working 
hcigh1 to the loom. His right hand holds a boat shuttk 
co111.a ininy a bobbin or spool of 1hrc.ad . The leas~·sticks 
remain in the warp IO hdp main1ain an even tension. 

11. Weaver a1 Work {Fig. J). Bas-relief carving on the 
Campanile of Florence Cathedral. 1340.' 

The sturdy floor loom is dressed with a horizontal 
warp which is wound around 1he back beam suggesting an 
extended witrp length. T he wind ing and tension device is 
a lever inserted in to holes drilled in the beam and opera tes 
on the same principle as Figure 2. The harnes.~es. hung 
by cords from an upper frame. can be clearly dis1in· 
guishcd. The sheds arc forn1ed by the raising and lowering 
of the harnesses which are controlled by foot-powered 
treadles. There appear to be two harnesses. The weaver is 
female. A boat shuttle is held in her right hand which is 
raised in prcpara1ion for the nex1 shot. 

Ill. Nuremberg painting (Fig. 4). 1:\87.' 
This floor loom. made o f round unhewn wood. accom

modates a horizontal warp. The beams are the winding
type but no tension or brake device is shown. The sheds 
are formed by the raising and lowering o f harnesses oper· 
ated by 1wo or four foot-powered treadles. The pulley 
system is suspended from the ceiling above the loom. Two 
sets or cords appear to pass through the warp (a design 
feature which still occurs in modern rloor looms) rather 
than being restricted to the outside as in Figures 2 and 3. 
The lease-sticks remain in the warp. a technique 1ha1 
keeps the warp th reads in order as well as aiding in even 
tension. The weaver, dressed in heavy clothing. works 
barefoot. T he weaving bench seems 10 be doweled into 
the loom frame. A boat shuttle containing a bobbin or 
thread is about to be thrown in the next pick. The larg~ 
box of ya rn on the floor indicates an abundance of work 
for the weaver. 

IV. Fresco showing loom {Fig. 5). Constance. early 14th 
ccnturyf 

This somewhat simplified floor loom is dressed with 
an invisible horizontal warp. No indication of a winding 
beam is included. There is an overhead frame for harness 
cords and batten. The lady weaver is seated on a stool 
independent of the loom frame. Her left hand holds a boat 
shuttle with a spool o f thread. A child siLS on the floor 
spooling thread. 

V. Family of Flemish weavers at work (Fig. 6). From the 
Book of Trades. Ypres. 14th century.• 

A 1nascer and student an: teamed as clorh weavers on 
this large production loom. Two sets of treadles arc indi· 



ca1ed by 1he two se1s of cords and pulleys suspended from 
1he upper loom frame. Two harnesses are shown. one 
raised 10 form the shed. The weavers· hands are resting on 
the ballen while the aged weaver prepares the boat shutde 
for the next pick. Lease-sticks remain in 1he warp which is 
wound on 1he back beam. It is unclear how 1he back beam 
is supported but a ratchet wheel and pawl are shown for 
i1s braking and tension device. A ch ild sits filling bobbins 
(not spinning!) from a reel or swift. An extra bobbin is 
conveniently hung on 1he upper loom frame between 1he 
weavers. 

VI. Window of the Drapers (Fig. 7). Semur-en·Auxois, 
France. 1460-65.' 

The window depicts four scenes of fulling. weaving. 
culling and finishing cloth. A horizontal warp is wound on 
a large floor loom. The beam is controlled by a ra1che1• 
wheel and pawl mounted al ei,ch end. The loom had an 
overhead frame that supports a harness system which is 
not shown but indicated by the use or a boa1 shu1tle held 
in one or 1he two wea,ers' hands. The presence of two 
weavers indicates a weaving width probably over sixty 
inches. Each weaver operates 1wo !001-powered treadles 
connected 10 the same harness 10 ensure an even shed. 

VII. Treadle-loom with ballen (Fig. 8). From Rodcricus 
Zamorensis. "'Spiegel des menschlichens Lcbens:· Augs· 
burg, 1477.• 

This large floor loom with horizon1al warp has an 
unusual beaming system which accommodates a longer 
warp. The back beam is elevated on the rear loom frame 
while 1he £ro 111 beam is lowered 10 a position jusl above 
1he tread les. The back beam is filled with a large gear. 
probably a ra1che1 wheel. Sheds are formed by fool· 
powered tread les connected 10 1he harnesses by a system 
of pulleys and cords. The well beater is suspended from 
1he upper frame of the loom. The wea,-er. wearing only a 
shirt. holds a boat shu11le in his right hand. 

VIII. Cloth loom. 17th century (Fig. 9). From ""Piazza 
Unh-ersale·· rTankfor1 on the Main. 1641.' 

This late example of a horizontal floor loom demon· 
s1ra1es a perfection in loom construction. The fine wood· 
work includes mortice and tenon joinery. Ahhough 1he 
devices for controlling the beams are no1 shown. other 
members of the 1readle•loom are rendered in demit. Sheds 
are formed by two harnesses raised by a cord and pulley 
system connected 10 two treadles. The bauen swings from 
the upper frame of the loom. The wea,oer is seated on a 
bench 1ha1 appears 10 be supported by 1wo legs on one 
end and the lo"'oer loom frame on 1hc other. His right 
hand. holding a boat shuule, is resting on the bre.is1 beam 
while his left hand pulls the ba11en towards him 10 beat 1he 
weft. The full basket of yarn on 1he noor indicates a 
successful business. 

IX. Penelope al her Loom (Fig. 10). Aanders, early 16th 
century. Boston Museum of Fine Arts." 

Penelope is rendered as a courtly Aemish lady work· 
ing al a small table-Lop loom. This horizon 1al warp loom is 
a scaled down version of the large floor looms and oper· 
ates on the same principle. The long warp is wound 
around 1he beams braked by a ra1che1 wheel. Sheds are 
formed by harnesses lifted by pulleys. Treadles are re· 
placed by a hand-operated lever which Penelope is mov· 
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ing with her left hand. A thin boat shuule is held in her 
right hand. Penelope ·s right arm is extended in a motion 
typical of a weaver unwinding sufficient thread for the 
next shot of 1he shullle. 

These nine illus1ra1ions or floor looms may be consid· 
ered as a contemporary s1a1emen1 on 1he vas1ness of 1he 
1ex1ile industry during the Middle Ages. Though it can be 
inferred 1ha1 the floor loom was used in many areas. the 
degree of sophis1ica1ion of 1he 1001 varied: for instance. 
the braking and winding devices for the warp beams 
renect se,oer-dl differences such as a primitive lever device 
in Figure 2 which con1ras1s with 1he more complex 
ra1chc1-whcel and pawl system in Figures 7 and 8. Banens 
appear in three forms: hand-held beaters (Fig. 2). low
mounted bauens (figs. 4 and 6) and banens suspended 
from 1he upper frame of the loom (Fig. 8). Harnesses were 
suspended from upper frames (Figs. 3 and 6) or from the 
ceiling (Fig. 4). Pulleys (Fig . 9) and simpler rollers (Fig. 2) 
were used. The placement of 1he warping beams was 
adapted according 10 need and space (cf. Figs. 7 and 8) . 
The looms used in large-scale cloth production (Figs. 3. 4. 
6. 7. 8 and 11) employed foo1-powercd treadles 10 free 
both the weavers hands while Figure 10 shows slower 
hand-operated ··1readling·· for small-scale production. Re· 
gardless of size. these looms indicate a concent for pro· 
duc1ion or uniform quality cloth a1 a profitable rate. 

Tapestry weaving differs from cloth weaving in lune· 
lion and production. In production 1he cloth weaver 
throws one thread across the entire width of 1he cloth but 
the tapestry weaver works in small areas of colors so 1ha1 
different threads are used 10 build up areas of the design. 
A skilled tapestry craftsman docs no1 produce more than 
a few dozen square inches or the design per day. conse· 
qucntly i1 ohen required months 10 finish a tapestry. and 
sometimes as many as seven craftsmen worked simuha· 
neously on different areas of 1he same piece. 

Whereas cloth served a purely u1ili1arian function. 
1apes1ries were indeed one of 1he mos1 ,oersa1ile crafts or 
1he Gothic area. They turned 1he bare walls of ca>1lesand 
noble houses into elegant and colorful interiors: other 
fabric furnishings - including upholstery and floor cov
erings - were often chosen 10 go with 1hc wall hangings. 
For various rcs1ivi1ies and processions and 1own holidays, 
1apcs1ries were hung along roads or from windows or 
buildings. This temporary decoration added importance 
and an air of festivity 10 1he s1ree1s 10 give necessary 
magnificence 10 the e,oen1. The u1ili1arian function of 
1apes1ry was 10 acl as insulation 10 interior walls. blocking 
drafts and warding off the chill of damp stone houses. 
Thus. 1he tapestry weaver created indispensable decor for 
both joyous and somber days, a frame for public and 
private events. 

TAPESTRY LOOMS 

There are 1wo basic differences in 1apes1ry looms. size 
no1wi1hs1anding. One is simply a horizontal frame over 
which the warp is stretched. The other type of tapestry 
loom is a vertical frame which quite often includes a 
shed-making device such as siring heddles tied 10 a bar. 
The weft is beat in place with a tapestry fork or comb. 

I. Figure 11 illustrates a simple 1apes1ry loom." The loom 
is a large frame that stands on the floor and holds a 



horizontal warp. There is no shed-making device. no bat· 
ten. The weaver is using a tapestry bobbin to place the first 
pick . There is no cartoon placed under the warp to in· 
struct the lady in her design. 

II. Miniature of a Young Weaver (Fig. 12). 1450." The 
tapestry is over half-completed in this courtly scene. It is 
an uprigh t frame loom which is worked from the top 
down. No shed•making device or batten is indicated. The 
lady is working with a tapestry bobbin and comb to lay the 
thin threads or color into the warp. 

Ill. A Young Lady at Her Tapestry Loom." Figure 13 
depicts another upright tapestry loom on which the warp 
is wound in a circle. The fabric can be pulled down around 
the lower beam to bring the unwoven warp from the back. 
The harness has rigid heddles; by pulling the harness out 
from the warp, sheds are formed. The weft is being beat 
down with a tapestry fork. 

IV. Two Nuns at thei r Work, 1450-75." The nun in this 
illustration (Fig. 14) is weaving on a larger but l ess com· 
plicated ,ersion of the frame loom in Figure 13. No shed 
forming devices are used; instead, she lifts each set ol 
warp threads with the fingers ol her left hand and weaves 
in the weft with her right. This panel, near completion, 
shows two scenes.one above the other. The nun. working 
from the top down, is building up single areas ol the 
design rather than working straight across the warp one 
row at a time. The small tapestry loom (also seen in Figs. 
11, 13, 15, I 6) is suitable for work done on a small scale by 
one person, especially a nun in a convent or a courtly lady. 
Weaving on this scale is of a more personal nature and is 
not conducive to monumental workshop pieces. 

V. Figures 15" and 16" illustrate very similar tapestry 
looms. Both are free standing vertical frame looms. The 
welt is woven from the bouom up. Noshed-making device 
is used: the warps are lilted individually by hand and the 
welt colors are laid in. Areas of color are built up rather 
than across in rows, and both looms have the quality ol 
fine woodwork with the tops and bases ol the looms 
ornately carved. 

VI. Figure I 7 is ''The Virgin Executing a Tapestry from a 
Panel of the History of the Virgin," Cathedral of Reims, 
1510." This courtly tapestry illustrates the Virgin using a 
singularly primitive horizontal tapestry loom which is 
worked from the side. The warp, evenly spaced by a rod 

I G. Sc.hae{er. '1lle Hand Loom of lhe Middle Ages and the Following 
Centuries," Ciba Re••iew, vol. 16. December. 1938. p. 554. 

2 John Han·ey. Media.e~·,zt Craftsme,, (New York: Drake Pubfo.-hers. 
Inc .. 1975). plate 29. identifies this as a venical loom. I feel he is in 
error. 

3 Ciba Re"iew. p. 554. 

4/bid .. p. 556. 

5 Ibid .. p. 556. 

6Ciba Review, vol. 14. 1938. cover illustration. 

7 Han-ey. plate 111. 
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near the end. stretches between two decorated columns. 
T he surprising appearance of this loom indicates the con· 
current use ol an extremely simple tool at a time when less 
humble looms were common. 

The study ol looms in medieval art can be used to 
explore the relationships between the tool and the pro· 
duct. It has been illustrated that mechanized floor looms 
were used primarily in cloth production while the vertical 
loom was best suited for tapestry. A lthough exceptions 
exist, as shown in Figure 11 where a tapestry is being 
woven on a horizontal loom. there was a preference !or 
lorm following function. A vertical arrangement facil i· 
1a1es easier viewing of the tapestry design in progress and 
since viewing is not an issue in production, the horizontal 
loom I unctions belier for cloth weaving. 

Tool evolution occurred mainly for two reasons: (! )to 
increase the quality of the product, and (2) to speed up the 
production rate. No major changes 10 dramatically in· 
crease production rate ol cloth or tapestry were intro· 
duced in loom design from 1144 to 164-0. Generally the 
quantity of cloth that came off each loom remained un· 
changed. What did occur was an increase in the sophis• 
1ica1ion of the 1001 which increased the quality and 
complexity or the product. There was a manipulation in 
the size ol the loom which was determined by large· or 
small-scale production. The floor loom experienced more 
obvious modifications than the vertical loom. Placement 
ol banens and reeds is determined by the type ol cloth 
being woven-overhead bancns are generally used for 
lighter cloths such as linen but heavier fibers such as wool 
are beat from below. Plain weaves need only one or two 
harnesses (Fig. 4) whereas complex repeating pauerns 
required a multiple harness loom (such as draw boy 
looms). Tapestry looms use string heddles or have no 
harness system (Fig. 14): and the beaming arrangement is 
determined by available space. size and type ol cloth 
being produced (Figs. 8 and 17). 

These flexible factors in the 1001 represent a slow 
increase in production rate. rather than a revolutionizing 
change. A lthough the loom was known in earlier times 
and in other areas ol the world the study of looms as they 
appear in medieval illustrations proves the broad range of 
ingenuity and adaptability ol the craftsmen ol the era. 

8Ciba Rcw·ew. December, 1938. p. 557. 

9 Ibid .. p. 556. 

10 Phyllis Ackerman, Tapestry, tJ1e Mirror of Civili:u1io,, (New York: 
Oxford Uni\•ersity Press. 1933). plate XVI. 

11 Han•ey. pl:ite 29. 

12 Bcuy Kurth, Die ,1eu1sche Bilclteppiche des Mim!la/u,rs. 3 \'0ls. 
(Vienna: n. p .. 1926), vol. 1. ch. I. n. pag. 

t3lbid. 
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putting warp on loom. 
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Loom: cloth-weaving instrument used to facili1a1e "-ea,•· 
ing of cloth. 
Pick: one or more weft rhreadscarricd by a single passage 
through rhe shed. 
Ratchet-wheel: gear used 10 brake a beam. 
Reed: used to keep the warp ends evenly spaced, and to 
beat down the weft; housed in the batten. 
Sheds: the separation or the warp-ends to permit the 
passage of the pick. 
Shot: see Pick. 
Treadle: the foot pedal of a noor loom used 10 raise and 
lower the harness frame. 
Warp: the lengthwise yarns of a labric. 
Weft: the crosswise yarns of rhe fabric. 
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Fig. I . P-Mts of a floor loom: ( I ) upper frame: (2) roller: 
(3) cord: (4) harness: (5) hcddtes: (6) reed: (7) back winding 
beam; (8) rachct wheel ; (9) tread le: ( 10) front winding 
wheel: ( I I ) breast beam: (12) batten. 
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Fig. 4. Nuremberg painting, 1387. Ciba Review 
( 1938). p. 556. 
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Fig. 3. Weaver at work. Bas relief on the 
Campanile of Florence Ca thedral, 1340. 

Fig. 5, Fresco showing loom. Constance. early 14th cen· 
tury. 
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Fig. 6, R,mily or Flemish weave rsa1 work. From 1he Book 
ol Trades, Ypres, 141h cen1ury. 

Fig. 7, Window ol 1he Drapers. Semur·en·Auxois. France, 
1460-1465. 

Fig. 9. C lo1h loom. 16th century. From "Piaz,,a Univer· 
sale,'· Frankfor1 on 1he Main. 1641. 
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Fig. 8, Tread le-loom wilh ballen. From 
Roderic us Zamorensis .. "Spiegcl des 
menschlichen Lcbcns.'" Augsberg. 1477. 



Fig. 10. Penelope a1 her Loom. Flanders. early 161h cen• 
lury. 8 0s1on Museum o f Fine Aris. 

Fig. II, Horizontal loom. French. 151h century. Harvey, 
pl. 29. 
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Fig. 12. Minia1ure of a young 
handweaver. 1450. Kurih. v. I. ch. I. 

,... 
Fig. 13. Young lady al her 1apestry loom. 
S1ained glass a1 Straussengel. Vienna. 
Figdor Collection, 



Fig. 14. Two nuns a t their tapestry loom. 
Berli n. Artmarket, 1450-1 475. 

Fig. 16. Two Dominican nuns at the ir tapestry 
loom. From the P,assio n Tapes try. Bambe rg. 

Fig. 15. The Death ol Arachne. Woodcut from Bocaccio. 
Ulm. Johannes Zainc r. 1473. 

Fig. 17. The Virgin Executing a Tapestry. Line drawing 
from a panel o l the Lile o l the Virgin, Cathedral ol Reims, 
1510. 
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Francesco Furini's "Hylas and the Nymphs" 

Patricia Bra<isltaw 

The rela1ionship be1ween an1ique an and Baroque 
painting is a complex maze o[ ancient myth and seicento 
allegory. The highly sophislicated 1astes of 17th cenlllry 
antiquarians were seldom sa1isfied with a mere copy o f an 
ancieni sculplure or a s1raigh1forward presenta1ion o f a 
my1hological scene. Much of wha1 appears ambiguous to 
today's viewer once held many layers of meaning. Though 
1he allegorical in1en1 of major mytho logical figures such 
as Hercules and Apollo is still understood. the signifi· 
cance o f many of the minor mythological heroes 10 se,,en• 
1ee111h cen1ury pa1rons has been lost. The object o f this 
prcsenl s1udy. 1herc lore. is 10 o ffer a few suggcs1ions for 
the sources of Francesco Furini's Hy /as and the Nymphs 
and possible reasons for the sudden popularity of the myth 
in Florence dur ing the 1630s. 

According 10 Baldinucci. Furini's Hy/as (Fig. I) was 
crea1ed in Florence in 1hc early decades of the seven• 
1ee111h ceniury as a priva1c commission for Agnolo Galli : 

Assai quadri dunque ebbe egli a fare per diversi 
gentiluomini. Ira qua Ii 1roppo bello e 1roppo vero 
riusci un quadro da sala per Agnol Galli , ow egli 
rapprescn10 i i giovanelto Ila el bagno delle Ninfe. 
tutte. quanto ii naturale . in varie attitudini . .. 1 

The painling has since been sold many times.' Today 
1he work is on permanenl display in the Palatine Gallery 
o f 1hc P..ilazzo Pi1ti .' Measuring 7 h. 6'/2in. by 8 11. 6¾ in., i1 
is one of Furini's more ambi1ious early works and is gen• 
erally da1ed be1ween 1630 and 1633.• 

A smaller replica of th e Pi11i Hy/as which was exe· 
cu1ed either by Furini o r by one of his s1uden1s, may be 
seen in 1he M illtown Collection in 1he Naiional Gallery in 
Dublin. Ireland.' In addi1 ion. there are two prepara1ory 
drawings by Furini for Hy/as. One is a small red chalk 
ske1ch auc1ioned by Chris1ie·s in 1969' and 1he 01her is a 
larger, more f inished s1udy (Fig. 2) which is housed in 1he 
Gabineuo Disegni e Siampc in 1he U ffizi .' 

Hy/as and the Nymphs is typical of Furini's early pe· 
riod during which he displayed a marked proclivi1y for 
mythological or literary subjec1s which allowed him 10 
cxhibil his nol inconsiderable gifl for depic1ing llesh. 
Hy/as gave the painter an opportunity 10 indulge in a 
hedonistic and overtly ero tic rendition which undoubt· 
edly says a good deal about 1he private 1as1es or Aoren · 
tine aristocracy in the early seicento. Furini"s pain ting 
por1rays six wa1er I nymphs surrounding a 1urbaned an· 
drogynous you1h. Long sinuous arms of 1wo spri1es en· 
1wine the youth to drag him down into 1he 1empes1uous 
green wa1ers. As Hylas a11emp1s 10 d rive off the passion· 
a1e embrace of one nymph, he 1urns his face wi1h vexation 
and kni11ed brows 1owards a second nymph who rises fully 
ou1 of 1he waters to fling her arms abou1 his neck. Her 
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auburn hair which falls down her back is adorned by 
slrands of pearls and s1reaming ribbons. Still folds of 
drapery, dropped in her rush 10 cap1ure the boy. encase 
her thighs. 

To the right ol 1his ce111ral group are four more naiads. 
1wo of whom swim through 1in1ed swells 10 join the strug• 
gle for possession o f the youth and who are engaged in a 
biwrre pas de <ieux. Wi1h uncharacteris1ic humor Furini 
depicls one n)'mph shoving 1he head of her competi1or 
under the breaking wave. In the background 1he remain• 
ing two undines watch the abduction scene with nonchal· 
ancc bu1 at any momen1 may be aroused 10 join the others 
in the seduc1ion of Hylas. 

The figure of H ylas is clo1hed in an exo1ic cos1ume of 
red velvet relieved a1 1he sleeve by a slash of white under
garmeni . The enormous white plume which rises out of his 
cap is a repeti1ion o f the one in Furini 's A cis and Galatea 
and is used again in his Youth in a Plumed Hat and i i has 
been suggested that the same model was used for all 1hree 
pain1ings.• Hylas' outfit is completed by a huge black cape 
which swirls behind him, almost indis1inguishable against 
rhe dark sky which looms ominously in 1he dis1ance. An 
engraving afler 1he painting by 8cnede110 Enredi (Fig.3)' 
defines the dark shape to 1he left of Hylas as a rock 
forma1ion. something difficul1 to see in 1he original work 
due, perhaps. 10 1he layers of varnish which discolor 1he 
surface. 

All the figures are placed close to the pic1ure plane 
wi1h li1tle a11emp1 10 define pic lorial depth. Drapery has 
been kepi 10 a minimum - the small wisps of drapery are 
almos1 cellophane in 1heir transparency, heightening the 
sense o f eroticism. The sofl creamy flesh of the nymphs 
dissolves seductively into the veh-ety shades of ultrama
rine sfumato. an effect for which Furini was famous."' 
Hylas· ornate brass pitcher , abandoned during 1he amo· 
rous struggle, may be seen in the lower foreground. A 
stormy noc1urnal sky illuminated by cool lunar rays com· 
ple1es the eerie melodrama o f 1he scenario" and acts as a 
1hea1rical backdrop 10 the aqua1ic !heft. 

The s1ory of H ylas is tragically brief. Set. within the 
largers1ory of Jason. our episode begins not long after 1he 
Argonau1s se1 sail in their quest for 1he Golden Fleece. 
The ad \'enture had scarcely begun when the Argo was 
forced 10 land temporarily on the By1hnian coast to allow 
Hercules to replace a broken oar . Upon making camp. 
Hercules scnl his squire. H ylas, in search of water. The 
boy soon found a sacred spring inhabi ted by nymphs. As 
he knelt 10 draw water in his brass pi1cher the n)'fllphs 
caught sigh1 o f his lo,-elycountenance and were seized by 
a sudden passion fo r lhe you1h. They dragged him in101hc 
waters and Hylas was never seen again. Hercules. over· 
come by grief a1 the loss o f his Io,,,d one, con1inued to 



search for the boy long after the Argo sailed on without 
him.'! 

Antique li1erary sources ror the myth are numerous'\ 
but two Greek poems (Apollonius Rhodius· Argo11au1ica 
and Theocritus· /clyll XI II "Hylas") are the most complete 
accounts of the legend. The ArJ.:onautic:a version'" care· 
rullydcscribes the plot and differentiates the single nymph 
who captures Hylas from the blithe spirits who dance in 
the waters and who are described as being of varied 
hahitat. i.e .. naiads (fresh water nymphs). nereids (salt 
water nymphs). oreads (nymphs or mountains and grot· 
toes) and hermadryads (wood nymphs associated with 
springs). This water nymph: 

was just rising from the [air-flowing spring: and 
the boy she perceived close al hand with the rosy 
flush of his beauty and sweet grace. For the Full 
moon beaming from the sky smote him. And 
Cypris made her heart Faint. and in her confusion 
she could scarcely gather her spirit back to her. 
But as soon as he dipped the pitcher in the stream, 
leaning to one side. and the brimming water rang 
loud as i t poured against the sounding bronze. 
Stra ightway she laid her left arm above upon his 
neck yearning to kiss his tender mouth: and with 
her right hand she drew down his elbow, and 
plunged him into the midst of the eddy. " 

The short pastorale Idyll XIII by Theocritus" differs 
basically by raising the abducting ante to three specifi
cally named naiads: 

And bright-haired Hylas took a brass pitcher 
and went in search for their supper. 
for Heracles himself and steadfast Telemon, 
who were his comrades in arms and messmates. 

He soon disco,ered 
a spring in a low-lying spot. thick with rushes. 
and lustrous kingcups. pallid maidenhair. 
swelling celery. and coarse marsh grasses. 
In the deep of the pool. three nymphs threaded 

dance-
the unsleeping nymphs. dread of the coun try· 

side-
Eunice and Malis. and Nycheia with spring in her 

glances. 
Intent on filling his thirsty pitcher. he lowered it 
close to the surface. and they laid hands on him, 

all 
by Eros fancy-struck for the Argive boy. 
Headlong he fell, under the black water, 
as a flaming star falls headlong under the sea. 
(And some sailor. seeing it. says to his mates. 
'lighten the tackle. boys: the wind sits fair') 
The nymphs were trying to soothe the weeping 

boy 
with gentle words. holding him on their laps." 

A Roman version of the story is less clear in its inter· 
pretation and meaning."The short poem by Propertius is 
dedicated to the Roman citizen, Gallus.a name which had 
appeared in one of PropertiuS° earlier poems.'• The body 
of the poem departs from the traditional text of Theo· 
critus and Apollonius only slightly but the introduction to 
the tale is particularly interesting in which he warns Gallus. 
"Fortune oft pro,-es adverse to the heedless lover."" 
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Thou has a love most like to Hylas. child ol 
Theioda mas. one not less fair nor ol humbler 
birth. Beware then, whether thou wanderest by 
the holy streams of Umbrian forests. or Anio's 
waters lave thy leet. or walk 'st thou on the margc 
of the Giant's strand. or wheresoe·r a river's wan· 
dering waters welcome thee. beware and from 
thy love ward off the hands of nymphs that burn 
to steal (the Ausonian Dryads love as warmly as 
their sisters loved). lest it be thy fate ever to visit 
cruel mountains and icy crags and lakes. that 
thou hast tried to thy cost. Such woes the ill· 
starred wanderer Hercules suffered in a far land 
and bewailed by the shores of the relentless As• 
can ius.2' 

Both poets and painters discovered the myth's pictor· 
ial possibilities as evidenced by the large number of an• 
cient illustrations on the subject." A particularly colorful 
mosaic from the Basilica ol Junius Bassus in Rome (Fig. 
4 )'·' depicts the Theocri1an version with three nymphs. 
Other ancient illustrations of the myth appear on wall 
frescoes. sarcophagi and coins. Invariably the illustr:.1· 
1ions include a struggling you th. a water vessel and one or 
more agressi,,e nymphs in an aquatic setting. Occasion· 
ally Hercules is also included in the b-ackground. 

During the Renaissance the theme was revived in Flor· 
ence in the poetry of Lorenzo de' Medici.' ' It also found 
its way into a number of cassone paintings which illus• 
trated portions of the legend of the Golden Fleece. The 
choice of the Argonaut adventure would have been a 
pleasing one to a successful wool merchant with its allu· 
sions to the more heroic purveyor of woolen goods. Jason!' 

A painting by Piero di Cosimo traditionally known as 
Hy/as Abducted by the Nymphs (Fig. 5) and commissioned 
in Florence by the wool merchant Pugliese was re-titled in 
the 1930s as The Fall of Vulcan 011 /.,emnos. ,. Panofsky's 
greatest objections to the "Hylas" identification were the 
lack of bronze vase, lack of a water supply and the elabor· 
ate costuming of the young ladies since water nymphs 
could not be expected to be clothed. While his arguments 
for the painting to be identified as Vulcan 011 Le1111ws are 
convincing. it must be pointed out that an earlier cassone 
painting by Biagio de Antonio (1465) had already created a 
precedent lor well-dressed nymphs on dry land abducting 
Hylas with no vase in sight (Fig. 6).'7 Perhaps Piero meant 
his painting to represent the Argo11autica version with 
only one nymph taking posession of the youth, placing 
one arm above his neck and one hand on his elbow. Since 
Apollonius does not specify that the nymphs are all naiads 
and are. in fact, of varied habitat. they need not be nude 
or even dressed the same. In any case. Peiro's painting 
may have already achieved the Hy/as title by the early 
seventeenth century or served as a model to Furini as an 
untitled example of six nymphs and a young boy. 

Nymphs and nymph lore seemed to fascinate the Flor· 
en tines and an endless variety of paintings, poems. plays. 
fountains and water festivals were commissioned in the 
city and many of the creations were peopled with these 
fascinating creatures. Another possible Florentine "Hylas" 
is the sixteenth century marble plaque which decorated a 
fountain (Fig. 7)." Water originally gushed from the over· 
turned vessel and from the mouths of the two sea crea· 
tores. Although the dolphins probably do rule out the 



scene as taking place in a fresh water spring. the aggres• 
sively amorous action of the nymph who kisses the passive 
youth on her lap recalls Theocritus' closing line in which 
"the nymphs were trying to soothe the weeping boy with 
gentle words, holding him on their laps.'.,, 

The Florentines were not the only ones 10 illustrate the 
Hylas myth."' The German engraver Joachim von San• 
drart" and his pupil Renier van Persyn" both illus1ra1ed 
the subject while in Rome during the early 1630s. Where· 
abouts of these engravings arc presently unknown but it 
is likely that they were done after the famous Roman 
mosaic (Fig. 4) which was still in place in the church of 
Sant'Andrea in Catabarbara." 

Furini may ha,~ seen these engravings after van Persyn 
by Sandrart or he may have viewed the original work of 
marble inlay himself while working in Rome with the 
fellow Florentine, Giovanni de San Giovanni." Either 
way, Furini's painting is clearly based on the ancient 
work. Though the Roman piece shows but three naiads. 
only two are actively auacking the boy. Furini's painting 
likewise shows two nymphs with arms about a youth while 
multiplying the third nonchalant nymph of the Roman 
work into four equally insouciant naiads. In both cases 
Hylas is balanced on one knee on a rocky shore with his 
other leg cast into the water while turning his head and 
alarmed gaze to the nymph on the left. The nymph direct· 
ly 10 the right of Hylas is in both cases seated on a rock 
formation. The backgrounds are equally undifferentiated 
with exception of a rocky hill that rises 10 the left. more 
easily viewed in the engraving after Furini by Enredi (Fig. 
3). Furini has obviously revised the composition and de• 
tails. The red cape of the Roman mosaic has been changed 
to a black one and the red color lavished on Hylas· velvet 
costume. But there can be liule doubt that Furini has 
borrowed heavily from the older illustration. 

Why Agnolo Galli commissioned the painting is a bit 
more difficult 10 ascertain. This wealthy young banker 
patronized many Florentine Baroque painters besides Fur· 
ini and his tastes usually tended towards "cheerful" nar· 
rative paintings and landscapes." His choice of this rather 
morbid subject needs further investigation. Galli lived in a 
society which actively pursued scholarly and literary ac· 
complishment. Perhaps Galli was inspired by Marino's 
poem Adonis which was currently circulating about Italy 
and creating quite a furor." The reference lo Hylas in the 
poem is in the fifth canto and at least forty lines are given 
to the tale. Marino's smoky eroticism had much in com• 
mon with Francesco Furini's specialization in sensuous 
female nudes and the styles of the two contemporaries, 
one poet and the other painter, were noted for their 
similarity during the seventeenth century even as they are 
today. On 1heo1her hand, Galli might have recognized the 
family name in Propertius' poem" which warned Galle 
against the loss of his lover and commissioned the work as 
a visual pun that sophisticated associates would recog· 

I Filippo Baldinucci. Notizie dei ProfeJ,Sori de/ Di:reg,io da Cimalme 
a Qi"'• \'OI. IV. (Florence: 8atelli. 1846). p. 631. 

2 Giuseppe Cantelli. Disegtti di Francesco Furini. (florence: Unione 
Fiorentina, 1969). p. 19. 
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nize. However, the size o f the work would seem 10 demand 
a more serious reason for the incentive 10 commission 
such a huge painting. 

In later years Agnolo Galli was 10 commission sewral 
works from Lorenzo Lippi. Some of these paintings con· 
tained portraits of members of his family portrayed as 
biblical characters."' This tendency to have himself, wife. 
children, servants and friends painted 1010 narrative scenes 
no doubt began early in his career as a patron. But if Hylas 
is a portrait of someone other than Furini's favorite male 
model there is no remaining documentation 10 indicate 
who it might have been. The large painting may have been 
created in fond memory of a beloved young cousin, friend 
or trusted page who died in the terrible plague which 
struck Florence from 1631 through 1633:" Galli would, 
thereby. have cast himself in the role of Gallus or, more 
likely, as the hero ic grieving Hercules. 

Furini's Hy/as gained instant notoriety and the artist 
could not resist using it as a calling card and signature on 
his Childbirth of Rachel by painting the tiny Hylas scene 
on a bronze vase in the lower foreground (Fig. 8)."' The 
story bl)Came immensely popular in certain circles of 
society. The homo-erotic possibilities of the myth were 
wasted on the family-oriented Galli but this was not the 
case with other members of Florentine aristocracy, par· 
ticularly those in the Medici court. Baldassare Frances· 
chini , called ii Yollerrano, was 10 fully exploit the alle· 
gorical connotations of the Hylas story and the presumed 
relationship between Hercules and Hylas. He painted al 
least four of these allegorical works'' one ol which is 
known to have been done after the likeness of Marchese 
Altoviti. paggio di valigia 10 Francesco Parrocchiani who 
commissioned the work." The painting shown here (Fig. 
9) shows Yolterrano's typical presentation of a young 
page-boy dressed up as Hylas in half length and holding a 
bronze or gold pitcher. On occasion the vase is decorated 
in a repousee illus1ra1ion of the rape of Hylas.<> 

This type of allegorical portraiture of pretty young 
boys in the guise of Ganymede and Hylas found ready 
acceptance in the hot-house society of Aorence after 
Ferdinand II gained his majority in 1627." If casual rela · 
tionships between minor nobility and their pages were no1 
publicly flouted. they were al least privately winked al 
since even Ferdinand II was a known pederast.'' 

Francesco Furini's Hy/as and the Nymphs was a high 
point in Florentine Baroque painting and sparked the 
imagination of many. This work instigated the creation of 
a new iconographic presentation of the Hylas myth as· 
allegorical portraiture by the contemporary painter, ii 
Yollerrano. The theme enjoyed popularity for a brief 
period in Florence during the 1630s and early ·40s and 
then did not re-emerge until the late nineteenth century in 
England and America when poets and painters rediscov• 
ered the disquieting, poignant qualities of the tale. 

J Anna Maria Francini Ciaranfi, U! Gollen·e Pala1i11~. (Novara: lns.tituto 
Goografico de Agostini, 1957), p. I 13. 

4 8aldinucci was never cenain in the chronology of Furini's paintings 
and (he problem or dating persi5LS. R>r more information on the career 
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Fig. 2. Francesco Furini . Study. Florence: Gabine110 D i· 
segni e Stampe. 

Fig. 4, Rape of Hy/as by the Nymphs, Roman ca. 350. 
Florence: Palazzo Vecchio. 
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Fig. 3. Bcncde110 Enredi. Hylas a,ul the Nymphs. engrav· 
ing. 



Fig. S. Pierodi Cosimo. f~1•/asAbductedby the 
Nymphs or 11,e Fall of Vulca11 011 the lsla11d 
of I.R11111os. Hart ford. Connec1icu1: 
Wadsworth A chcneum. 

Fig. (,. Biagio di Anconio. Jaso11 a11d the Argonauts (de· 
tail). New York : Mecropolitan Museum of Arc . 
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Fig. 7. Marble fountain decoration. Florence: Bargello. 
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Fig. 8. Francesco Furini . 77,e Childbirth of Rae/tel (detail). 
Munich : Castle of Schleissheim. 

Fig. 9. II Volterrano. Hy/as. Florence: Gallerie Swtali. 



The Palazzo Magnani in Bologna, Aspects of the Sculpture 

Betty Rogers Rubem1ei11. Ph.D. 

Although 1he series or Carracci frescoes (ca. 1588-1591) 
on the Life of Romulus in the Palazzo Magnani (begun 
1577). Bologna. llaly. has been famous ror three centuries. 
the sculpture in 1hecor1i/e or the Palazzo and on 1hepia110 
11obi/e has been almost entirely ignored and until now its 
iconographic significance has not been exP.lored.' In this 
essay we will consider only the stucco busts which corn • 
prise one section of the sculptural program and establish 
the meaning these images may have had £or the viewer in 
late six1een1h-cen1ury Bologna.' 

The ent ire sculptural program in the Palazzo Magnani 
consists olthree parts: a niche group in the cortile : a series 
of ten busts which culminates in the bust of Lorenzo 
Magnani mounted over the entrance to the salone d 'on ore: 
and an elabora1e cami110 configuration which together 
with 1he fresco or 77,e Lupercalia forms the main accent 
of 1he salo11e. ·' The niche group consists of an over li re
sized (ca. Jm) Hercules and twin boys. The boys are placed 
one directly behind the other so 1ha1 from a frontal view 
the second boy is ahnos1 completely hidden (Figs. I and 2).' 
The series or busts begins on either side of this niche group 
which is flanked by two doorways. The lin1el or each door· 
waycarriesa lile-sired bustt1/i1111ica (Fig . 3). Each bust in 
turn is flanked by urns decorated with rel ier figures of 
Hercules leading a man and a woman (Fig. 4). The config· 
uration of busc wi1h flank ing urns is repeated sc,cn times 
on the ground level and three times on the piano 11obi/e 
!Fig. 5). However. the Hercules reliers occur only on the 
urns in the cortile . These reliefs, placed in visual juxtapo· 
si1ion 10 the niche figure or Hercules. suggest an icono 
graphic connection between Hercules and the ponrai1 
busts. 

The stucco busts are dressed as Romans, either in civil
ian or mili tary garb (Fig. 6).' Strict fron1ali1y is avoided 
and the forms are worked out through the upper arm and 
chest. With the exception of one bust. the lacial features 
are id~alized and arc very obviously not intended as por· 
traits of comernporary men. Only minor differences dis
t inguish one bust from another. However, the Magnani 
bust is se1 into a scalloped niche surrounded by fruit and 
0anked. not by urns. but by black·marble orbs or po,ver 
(fig. 7). 

In two cases, the stuccoes appear 10 have been placed 
in pairs : one pair on either side o f the niche. the other on 
either side or the main entrance 10 the cortile (fig. 5).• In 
both pairs. the heads turn inward toward each other. and 
one bust o f the pair is d ressed in mili tary armor. the other 
in a civilian cloak. The £igures over the entrance are lau· 
rea1ed and bearded whereas those flanking the niche are 
clean-shaven and do not wear the laurel wreath. 

11 is clear that the placement and the detail or these 
sculptures was not accidental, but ca refully thought out. 
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Already, August Grisebach has noted the idealizing in· 
flue nee or the Roman style on the memorial busts o r the 
sixteen th century in Rome.' Grisebach observed 1ha1 sty· 
listic co1l\entions such as hair treatment and beard were 
1101 used haphazardly.' He also pointed ou1 1he dis1inc1ion 
bc1wecn the realism or the sixteenth-century Venetian 
bust and the more ideali1,ed "stoic" character or the Ro· 
man examples ... and refers to the continuity in che use or 
the imago clipeata from the time of its use on Roman 
sa rcophagi through its use on medieval ivories.on Renais
sance painted medallions, on the bronze doors by G hiber · 
1i. and then finally 10 its appearance as a l ire-sized memori· 
al on sixteenth -century Roman tombs."' Grisebach refers 
10 the Roman tomb busts as "Wach1erdes Ha uses" (guard· 
ians or the house) and suggests 1ha1 they have an apo1ro · 
pa ic quality. a suggestion which has relevance ro r a 
discussion or lhc Magnani sculpturl!." The Magnani P.Jl· 
az1..0 busts were q ui1e possibly designed to represent a l ine 
o f prominent Romans from Republican and Imperial times 
intended to serve as guard ians and as models for the mem· 
bers or the Magnani family. Archeological excavations, 
important at the time. could easily have provided s1ylis1ic 
guidelines ror the stucco sculp1or." 

Almost four decades after Grisebach's study. Jrving 
Lavin examined the meaning of Renaissance busts .* ' L.-:i.vin 
suggested that the use or busts in the Renais.-;ancc might 
have stemmed from a reading o f Pliny's commcn1son the 
use o f ancestor portraits." As Pliny stared. such portraits 
were governed by the ius imaginum . che law of images.1' 

The law required 1ha1 the placing of ancestor portraits in 
the atrium of a Roman house be restricted to patrician 
famil ies whose forebears had served in public ofrice. Thus. 
family portraits in the home became a sia1emcn1 o r s1a1us 
and class. Lavin'ssugges1ion 1ha11hissrntement might have 
been revived in the Renaissance seems to support the 
author's observations or the Magnani busts. 

The Palazzo Magnani was buil t at a time when Bolog· 
nese merchants who had acquired new wealth were mov· 
ing out or the cramped medieval center of town. Their 
new palazzi were spacious. sporting decorated courtyards 
and imerior gardens. " But mere wealth is not status. Claim· 
ing an ancestry which went back 10 the days or Roman 
glory would help 10 establish family prestige. and connec t 
the family with i ts proper class. 

Series or busts or Roman rulers were common elements 
or decoration in the pala:zi of the powerful sixteenth• 
century families. One such series was commissioned for 
the windows or the Pala1..1.o Bevilaqua in Verona in Apri l 
1537 at the same time 1i1ian·s paint ings or the Twel,e 
Caesars were completed by Giulio Romano." In mid· 
century. busts o r the caesars were included in a comm is· 
sion Palladio gave to A lessandro Viuoria in 1555: the 



commission was for the creation of eight stucco busts of 
illustrious men for the Palazzo Thiene in Vicenza." Anoth· 
er series of Twelve Caesars was painted by Felice Rizzo 
(deuo Brusasorzi. 1539/40-1605) !or the Sagramosodi San 
Fermo in Verona.•• in October 1575, twelve hu.tti of Roman 
emperors arrived from Venice for the P-Jlazz.o Salviati in 
Florence.'" They were installed in the Cortile degli Imper· 

.<1tori. nan1ed for the busts. 

In addition 10 the use of these sculptures in series. 
wealthy patrons combined the use of busts with fresco 
decorations in their large reception rooms. Thiscombina· 
tion appeared in the throne room of the Palazzo dei Con· 
servatori (Rome: Campidoglio. 1544, frescoes allributed 
to Daniel da Volterra) and the salone of the Palazzo 
Saccheui (Rome: 1553-1554. frescoes by Salviati)." Car· 
dinal Ricci. the patron-ownerolthe PalazzoSaccheui had 
achieved wealth far beyond that of his family and. accord· 
ing 10 Catherine Dumont. the decoration of his salone 
expressed the claim 10 prestige both in the selection of the 
artist and choice of subject mailer of the wall frescoes. 
Ricci placed in his.m/011e the busts of two Roman emper· 
ors and one bust of Bathsheba. Thus his ancestor claim 
appears 10 have reached back beyond Rome to biblical 
times to include the family of Solomon in his lineage." 

But the most important family to use ancient Roman 
busts 10 underscore their assertions of high status was the 
Farnese family. Both in the P.Jla1.zo Farnese in Rome and 
in the Villa Caprarola near Viterbo. images of Roman rul· 
ers were integral to the decorative scheme. In the Farnese 
palazzo in Rome. the walls of the Room _of Hercules on 
the pill no 11obile (the largest room of ,ts 11me ,n a private 
palaz:ol are decorated with niches containing busts of 
Roman personalities.t' Al Caprarola. the grand rotunda of 
the pia110 ,,obile is ringed with niches which once con· 
tained twelve imperial Roman busts.' ' It should be noted 
here that in both the Farnese residences, the busts of an· 
cient Romans were placed so as 10 be associated with the 
hero Hercules. In the Farnese palazzo in Rome the busts 
are located in the Room of Hercules. presumably so nam· 
ed for the two famous statues of Hercules excavated 
nearby and then placed in the cortile or the palazzo." At 
Caprarola. the largest and most prominent room was also 
named the Room of Hercules, a room which was directly 
connected to the great rotunda encircled by the Roman 
busts. In this Room of Hercules. the wall frescoes detailed 
the deeds of Hercules which, as legend had it. had been 
enacted on the very land surrounding the villa - land 
which was the property of the Farnese family and the 
primary source of their wealth." The lresco-:s. tell the 
stories of how Hercules brought water and lcrt1hty to the 
Farnese field and how a temple of Hercules was built in 
gratitude to the hero.n 

Every aspect of the Villa Caprarola was designed to 
impress all who came within its sphere: visitors w~re en
joined to recognize the power of the Fa~nese family and 
its distinguished lineage." The domina11on of the lam,ly 
over the town was symbolized by the way the villa towered 
over the landscape. Vignola (cl . 1573) had built the mes· 
sage or power and control into the very grandeur of the 
stairways. the scope of the rotunda, and the pl~n of the 
interior spaces. The iconography or the decorauon paral· 
leled that of the architecture. If one were to paraphrase 
the message intended by the structure and the images we 
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have mentioned at Caprarola. the message would read 
something like this: 

The history of the Farnese dynasty and its claim 
10 eminence began with the deeds of Hercules 
who is the most eloquent example of vimi. A 
family line extends from Hercules 10 the Roman 
caesars 10 the Farnese. Thus images of Hercules 
and the Roman rulers function as the ancestor 
portraits for the Farnese and become the guard· 
ians of the house and role models for the present 
exercise of power. 

Such a hypothetical statement might summarize the co11· 
cello which apparently motivated the Farnese and the 
humanists who worked for them 10 make the choices they 
did in planning the iconography of the Villa Caprarola. 
Despite the high church offices held by the Farnese lam· 
ily. pagan history was integrated into their personal life 
story. There was no anempt in the frescoes to Christianize 
this early epoch. The images from the past were simply 
seen in their pre-Christian chronology."' 

Similarly, Roman hist0rians of the first century inte· 
grated tales of the life of Hercules with the early history of 
Rome. the story of Romulus and the development of im· 
perial power."' Coins from Imperial Rome illustrate the 
connection between Hercules and Romulus (Fig. 8)." In 
addition. the continuous ancestral lineage from Hercules 
10 the Roman rulers has been carefully described by A.R. 
Anderson who documents the !act that Scipio Africa nus, 
Pompey. Julius Caesar. Anthony and Augustus all claimed 
10 have descended from Hercules. " 

Thus it appears that Lorenzo Magnani was not invent· 
ing an iconography. but following a well-established pat · 
tern when he chose the image of Hercules flanked by 
stucco busts of Roman rulers." He was identifying himself 
with an heroic lineage. In doing so. he located himself in 
history as having the right 10 distinguished ancestors and 
the privilege of displaying them. He also located himself 
in his contemporary world as belonging to the same class 
as the Farnese and other powerful dukes who also claimed 
Hercules as a part of their lineage. A common ancestor 
legitimized the sense of class bond among the powerfu_l. 
reinforcing their right to rule. A dramatic example of this 
altitude can be read in the sculpture (1560) on the facade 
of the P-alazzo Duca le in Modena where the marble sculp· 
cures of Prospero Spani stand - Hercules to the left side 
of the entrance and Marcus Emilius Lepidus on the right 
(Fig. 9). The Greek hero is paired in_ this example with a 
member of the patrician Roman family of Aem,ltan gens. 
This pair of sculptures repreS<'nts yet another set of ances· 
tral guardians and models which use Hercules and a pow· 
erful Roman." 

The sixteenth-century use of sculpture to establish the 
legitimacy of an ancestral line is not unique. African 
tribes often had similar customs. In many cases. "Masks 
and figures were the embodiment of spirits that could .. . 
establish a link with generations before and alter. and up· 
hold and reinforce social obligations and values:·" The 
existence of these sculptural habits indicates a common 
human need !or connection with the past and role models 
for the present.,. The sixteenth-century sculptures men· 
tioned in this paper suggest that there was a need for a 
model of a secular ruler. For this purpose the Romans were 
chosen. We can thus separate out a "Neo-Romanism•• as 



distinct f rom the more generalized Neo-Classic ism of the 
lime. 

E,•idence of Neo·Romanism can be found built into the 
architecture or Bologna. Directly across the street from 
the Palazzo Magnani stands the Renaissance loggia of San 
Giacomo Maggiore. Over the arches o f this/oggi", a con· 
tinuous te rra coua frieze carries the laureated head of a 
Roman caesar in profile, se1 into a scallop shell . A similar 
profile, also laureated, appears over the window above the 
cortile 0£ the Palazzo Malvezzi-Campeggi (Fig . 10). This 
pa/{t!ZO is directly across the street from San Giacomo 
Maggiore and contiguous to the Palazzo Magnani on the 
r ight side . Herc the profile o f the caesar is labeled Julius. 
A statue or Hercules stands in this conile. the neighbor of 
the Palazzo Magnani with its Hercules group. Thepolazzo 
contiguous to the Palazzo Magnani on the leh side has a 
further example of Neo•Romanism : a sculpture of a hel · 
meted woman wi th a spear stands in a niche on a pedestal 
which carries the inscrip1 ion: 

SERVATE DEAM. SERVABITIS URBEM 
As you protect (guard) the goddess 
So will you pro1ec1 (guard ) the city·" 

What makes the Neo·Romanism o r this neighborhood 
even more interesting is the knowledge that Cardinal 
Gabriele Paleotti (1522-1597) owned apalazzo on the same 
street as the Magnani and lived there unt il he lc£1 for Rome 
in 1586."' He was the archbishop of Bologna and it is doubt · 
ful 1ha1 Lorenzo Magnani would have planned a decorative 
program which would ha,,! offended his powerful neigh· 
bor. Indeed. one has only 10 turn to Paleott i's famous 
Discorso a/le imagi11i sac re e profane to see 1ha1 he him· 
sci£ made frequent reference 10 the precedents set by 
Roman rulers in theirgovcmingcapacities.,., Paleoui urged 
painters and sculpwrs 10 make use of historical events in 
their art . He cautioned. howe,er, against the use of images 
of those Roman emperors who had shed Christian blood.•0 

He encouraged images from pagan history, those which 
could serve, ·;,er e.rempio a 'desce11de11ti e .rpro11e de· 
figliuoli al/ 1111itazio11e de/le viru/ . . ., Far from conflicting 
with the images in the Palazzo Magnani, Paleoui's state · 
men I reinforces their use, again wi th no attempt to Chris• 
1ianize the pagan past, but on ly to extract relevant material 
from it. 

Writ ing on the use of portraiture. Paleotti does warn 
against 1hc portrayal or l iving persons, 001 out of a fear of 

I The Pala:tro Magnani (sometimes designated as the P.-.ilazzo Salem) is 
today the headquarrcrs of the Credi10 Romagnolo. number 20 \•ia 
Zamboni. In lhe )'ears 1963{>5. the building and lhe frescoes were 
rescored by Carlo Volpe and JOrgen Winkelmann. See Carlo Volpe.// 
/regt"o dm' Ca"acci c i dipintt" di Pa/a:zo Mag11011i in Bol<JRna (Bol· 
og.na: Bodoniana. 1972. reis.~·ucd 1978). 

R>r 1he major sources and sc.holarly s1udies which rerer 10 1he 
Carracci frieze on 1he L,fe of Romufos see: Gio\·anni Pic1ro 
lkllori. The lfres of A1111ibole a11d Agostino Carn,t:ei . 1672 
edition trans . by Ca1herine Engas.s (University P-.trk. P.,L and 
London: The Pcnnsyh•ania Stale Unh·crsi1y Press, 1968), pp. 
10·13. 

Carlo Cesare Malvasia. Felsina 11i1tricc. 11itc de· piuo ri ho/· 
og11esi (1678: Bologna: Zanoui. 1841 : Pho1ographic rcprin1 
Bologna: R>rni Edi1ore. 1967). I. pp. 287•290. 
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pagan imagery. but because of the danger of promoting 
unwarranted vanity or because or the possibility 1ha1 the 
living person might yet commit an act unworthy o f emu la· 
1ion.'' Neither Paleotti. the reforming churchman nor 
Paleo11i the humanist would ha"e had a conllicl with 1he 
Neo-Roman message in the Palazzo Magnani. 

ii may well be that Paleoui 's s1ric1ures against por· 
traits or the living determined the appearance o f the bust 
of Lorenzo M agnani. A close inspection of this bust. with 
its surrounds of fruit and i ts scallop-shell niche, reveals 
that it may have been purposely designed to avoid resem
blance to the living Lorenzo Magnani. In fact the head o f 
this bust appears to resemble the head of Hercules on the 
cortile statue. Furthermore, the hairstyle and cut of the 
beard do not follow the fashionable design of the time." 
The combination of the Roman mili tary armor on the 
Magnani bust with a head bearing a resemblance to Her· 
cules certainly echoes the theme of the decoration of the 
courtyard with i ts Roman busts and its scu lpture of Her
cules. The desire 10 identify the M agnan i with the achieve· 
men ts of H ercu les and the Romans seems plain. This 
theme, initiated in the cvrtile is repeated in 1he Magnani 
bust and further developed in the salone ,l'o11ore : there 
the viewer will see incorporated into the comi110 both 
Greek and Roman elements. The cai11i110 fresco o r 77w 
Lupercalia, the ancient Roman festival or fer1ili1y.ser\'eS 
10 remind the viewer of the beginnings or an heroic his· 
wry." Over the cami110. the Magnani crest and the an· 
t ique crown completes the introduct ion 10 the story of 
Romulus much as a frontispiece of a book sets the stage 
for itS contents.•!- The camino iconography parallels ir1 · 
doors the sculpture d isplayed in the cortile. 

The ten busts set over the portals of the doorways in 
the Palazzo Magnani are therefore part of an icono· 
graphic scheme conceived to l ink them both to the Her· 
cules sculpture in the cortile. to the bust of Lorenzo 
Magnani. and to the Carracci frescoes. They are part of a 
decorative scheme which cannot be ignored as they form 
a unity, a co11ce110 which would have been easily under· 
siandable to the viewers or sixteenth-century Bologna and 
other Italian cities during that same period.'' The suggcs· 
lions of Grisebach 1ha1 the busts serve as guardians. and 
of Lavin that Renais.~ancc busts represent ancestors and 
status symbols arc applicable 10 the Magnani stuccoes 
described. Stud ies o r the li terature published d uring the 
mid·six1centh century tend to confirm this interpretation." 
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Fig. 2, Detail of Hercules and Two Boys. 

Fig. 3, Ga briele Fiorini (attr.), Busl al'a111ica, s tucco, 
1583-1593. Palazzo Magnani, Bologna, Corlile. 
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Fig. 4, Um with relief of Hercules leading a man and a 
woman, stuc.:o. P..ilazzo Magnani. Corti/e. 



-. 
Fig. 7, Gabriele Fiorini (attr.), Bust of Lorenzo 
Magmmi, stucco, 1583-1593. Palazzo Magnani, 
Bologna, Piano Nobile. 

Fig. 6, Gabrie le Fiorini (attr.), Bust a/'antict,, stucco. 1583-1593. 
Palazzo Magnani , Bologna, Cortile. 

Fig. 5, Entrance to Corti/e; typical configuration of busts and urns. Palazzo 
Magnani, Bologna. 
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Fig. S. Coin of Co111111od11s 180· 192. Obv.: head of Com• 
modus with lion. Rev.: Hercules plowing wilh two oxen. 
{licnry Cohl!n. Dt!scnj,1io11 Hi~torique des tvlonuaies 
Frappis .wus l Empire Romaine. Grnz: Sanstalt. 1965.) 

Fig. 9. Entrance to Palazzo Oucalc. Modena. Prospero 
Spani. 1560. H,,rcule., fl.) a nd Lepidus (r.). marble. 
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Fig. 10. Andrea and Giacomo da Formigine (allr.). Profile 
of J11/i11., Cae ... 11·. 1522· 1548. P.Jlazzo Malvczzi·Campeggi, 
Bologna. Atrium. 



"Freedom" and "Liberty" 

Monika E. Cooley 

The Franciscan church of Santa Croce in Florence 
contains the 1omb of the poet Giovanni Battista Niccolini 
which is crowned by a monumen tal figure closely resem· 
bling Bartholdi ·s ··Statue of Liberty·· in New York Harbor 
(Fig. I). Bo th are neoclassical works. Academic perfec· 
tion in the New York liberty is even manifested in superb 
construction plans which were designed by Eiffel. and 
resulted in outstanding workmanship. A similar clarity, 
precision. and fai thful adherence to ancient Greek and 
Roman features, as well as intricate undercutting and 
organization of the garment. characterize Fed i 's approach 
in the Florentine sculpture (Figs. 2, 3). 

The "Statue o f Liberty" was dedicated in New York in 
1886, to commemorate the birth of the United States and 
the continuing friendship between the people of the 
French and American democracies. The commemorative 
tombsculpture for the tragic poet and historian Giovanni 
Battista Niccolini was erected at Santa Croce in 1883. 

Niccoliniwasbomin I772anddied in 1861.Inhiscarly 
career he translated Sophocles and Euripides. He stud ied 
lyric poetry, wrote in imitation of Creek literary tradit ion 
and produced works in history, grammar and literary 
criticism. Four o f his books are sculpted in marble be· 
neath the rigure·s left arm: "'Arnoldo da Brescia, S1oria 
Della Casa Di Suevia, Canzonicre Nazionale, G iovanni 
Da Provida:· Freedom stands on a bare square marble 
block which is 2.69m high. She leans against a fun erary 
stele on the left side which reaches to her waist (1.60m). 
The three visible corners of the stele bear tragic masks: 
the front shows 1he profile of Niccolini in a tondo. With 
her left hand she grasps a laurel wreath encircling one 
horn o f a lyre which consists of cow-like horns and a 
goat~ike beard. To the tip of her uplifted right hand she 
measures 5.69m in to tal. The right hand holds part of a 
broken chain as does an earlier model for the New York 
Liberty o f Bartho ldi. Her index finger is pointing and the 
fingers arc curled in10 1he palm . II is not a clenched fist: 
she holds and directs. The attitude is analogous to the 
manner in which New York's Liberty holds. and directs 
her torch heavenward. Bo th gestures ind icate idealistic 
beckoning. The o ther part o f 1he broken chain is under 
her con1rappos1ally placed fool. Her garments are intri · 
cately draped and are remin iscent of 1hose seen in the 
"P.allas" of Velletri. Her facia l features arc bland and 
stylized in imitation of Pallas Athena statues. Liben y's 
hair is cut in thick elongated waves under the oval eigh1-
spiked crown of Helios. The crown resembles that of the 
Colossus of Rhodes envisioned and illustrated by Baroque 
Germany's J.B. Fischer von Erlach in ''H istorische Arch· 
i tektur," 1721. Von Erlach's figure has a crown wi1h se"en 
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rays radia1ing 10 the seven plane1s: Bartho ldi used th is 
work for his New York Liberty . 

Pio Fcdi was born at Vi1erbo on JI May 1816 and died 
in Florence on I June 1892. He was appren1iced 10 a gold
smi1h at the Ponte Vecchio and then became a pupil o f a 
copper engraver. He continued 10 study graphics at the 
Kaiserlichen Akademie in Vienna until. aftcrtwo years, he 
returned to Italy to study sculpture under P. Tenerami a t 
he Academy of Florence. 1842-1846. Works exhibited in 

Florence brought Fedi little acclaim. 
In 1846 Leopold commissioned him 10 execu1 e 1wo 

realist ic busts for niches in the Uffizi courtyard: one was 
to represent Pisano. the o ther psychologist Andrea Ces· 
alpino. In 1849 Fedi's work "Pio de Tolomeie Nello delta 
Pietra." fashioned after Dante's "Purgatorio," was com· 
pleted for the park of 1he Poggio l mperiale. 

During this period a number of national and interna• 
1ional commissions were completed. In I852hc sculpted a 
guardian-angel group for 1he tomb of 1he daughter of the 
Count Luwoff in St. Pe1ersburg. In 1856 he completed the 
colossal group "Marchese Piet ra Torrigniani col suo Fig
Iio." for 1he Marchese. The sculpted figures were clo1hed 
in classical Roman robes. Between 1859 and 1860 he pro· 
duced 1he allegorical colossal group "La Civil la Toscana:· 
for the Principe di Carignano of Turin. "Poetry," his best 
(although uni nspiring)allegorical work. can be seen at the 
Musco Civico in Verona. Various other works arc housed 
a t his studio in Via Seraglie al the Church of Santa Chiara. 
One of the finer pieces is "Le Furie de Adamante:· 

Pio Fedi ·s fame as the last Italian classicist rests on his 
produc tion o f "The Sacrificial Abduction of Hecuba. 
Daughter of Polyxena and of Achilles. Son of Pyrrus," 
displayed al the Loggia della Signoria. II is based on 
Lorenro Bartolini 's Milan sculp1Ure of Pyrrus Astyanax 
which was itself transferred from a painting by David's 
pupil Pietro Benvenuti. The same year one of his sculp· 
cures was placed on Piazza San Marco in Florence. and 
in the same decade his bust of Agronome P. Cuppari was 
erected at 1he Camposante in Pisa . 

In 1870 Fedi submitted the first series of drawings 
proposing the tombsculpture for G. B. Niccolini. The 
proposed measurements seen by that Santa Croce com
mittee were smaller than those of the completed work: 
the second drawing was of similar scale and showed realis
tic details o f facial features which were not realized in the 
cxecution .1 

A document, da1ed 28 November 1877, contains the 
measurements for the tombsculpture. The document is a 
report by the Commission for Conservation of Monu
ments in Art and of Antiquity and is signed by its prcsi· 



dent. The projected and final measurements follow: 
Misure serine Misure 
nello schizzo dedotte dal 

disegno 

A l1ezza della s1atua dal posare della piania 
o zuccolo alla sonunita testa 

2.SOm . . .. . . ...... 3.12m 
ed alla sommi1a della mano 
eleva10 in auo 3.3m 

A l1ezza tornle del monumento da lerra 
alla sommi1a dclla 1es1a 

4. 18m . . 5.46m 
ed alla sommiia dclla 
mano 5.69m 

Largessa massima in fronle 
2.Sm .. . .3.00m 
ed allo scalino di 
base 3.58m 

Profondita o sporgenza massima de reui -
filio del muro 

0.88m . . . . . . . . 1.76m 
e dallo scalino 2.06m 

The church file also includes many leuers (1870 to 1882) 
co and from various commiuecs, to the sculptor. to che 
architec1: La Deputazione per l'opera di Santa Croce. 
(January, 1870): Municipo di Firenze Gabineuo Particu· 
lare dal Sindaco. (Oc1ober. 1876): Regno d'ltalia Minis-
1ero della ls1ruzione Publica Firenze. (January. 1870) : 
Architeuo conserva1ore del 1cmpio di Sania Croce (April. 
1880. Fedi lener to Giovanni Pini regarding 1he geome1 · 
ric base). A lener da1ed 29 October 1879 to Pro!. Fcdi by 
1hc Opera di Santa Croce seems lO be 1he final conlract. 
In 1882 Fcdi was to work under 1he direc1ion of De Fabris 
the ·Architeno dcl Opera affine di andare d'accordo del· 
le misure e sul rimanen1c da farsi: The Gazeua de/ Po polo 
of 30 September 1861 describes the cenolaph Fedi had 
prepared 10 give to the lemple of Santa Croce: ''L'urna 
sulla qualc sono scolpite le sembian1.e dcl sommo citta· 
dino. sta in mezzo a due grandiose figure ... . .. A small 
booklet. 1he epigraph of G. 8. Niccolini con1ains the 
following informalion: "Poeia prosare. - decora dell aca· 
demia delle ani del disegno in Firenze."-(Dove profes· 
sore Bibliotecario Segretario dal 1807 al 1859 Erede del 
pensiere Civile Dell' A llighieri e de Machiavelli. N 1772· 
M 1861). 

In 1855 Freder ic Auguste Bariholdi exhibited a Liberiy• 
like statue. which appeared among other works at 1he 
Paris exposition and generated his first Salon success. 
During this period Pio Fedi traveled extensively and com· 
pleted var ious national and international commissions. 
Mos1 likely he visited P-aris and the exposi1 ion; there he 
might have seen Bartholdi's model which provided him 
with the inspiration for his similar tombsculpture of Nie· 
colini IS years later. Similarly romantic neoclassical works 
could be found in academic workshops all over Europe. 
beginning wi1h Canova in the late 181h century. 

Bartholdi was born Augus1 2. 1834 in Colmar, Alsace. 
His appren1iccship was in archi1ecture. He learned to 
paint in Paris under Ari Scheffer and he s1udied with Etex 
1hough Soi teux was his mas1er in sculpture. Directly afler 
the exposition in Paris. Bartholdi traveled to Egypt and 
Greece wi1h 1he artists Leon Gerome, Bally and Ber· 
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chere: his notes and pho1ogr-aphs of great monumenls 
were remarkably good. On 1hisjourney he conceived lhe 
idea for 1hc Suez lighthouse project. A drawing dated 
1867-1869 shows a Colossus on a pedes1al with uplifted 
arm. light streaming in rays from its head. i llumina1ing 1he 
entrance to the Suez Canal: 1his project was never real · 
izcd. On 1he return trip 10 P.aris he sought out various 
sculp1urcs of particular in1eres110 him. Among them was 
the San Car lo Borromeo Colossus in copper by G. 8. 
Crespi (1610-1696) which has stood over Lago Maggiore 
since 1697. His interests in colossal dimensions. !he arch· 
i1ec1Ural effects of monumen1al sculp1ure and the ex pres· 
sion o l 1heir symbolical significance for 1he needs of 1he 
masses grew. He also studied Greek and Roman sculp· 
ture. In his "S ta1ue of Liben y" he may have referred lO 
1hc massive message of s1reng1h in the "Urania .. and "Juno" 
ol 1he Farnese collection. Mos1 likely he was familiar wi1h 
1he l 81h century " Hercules" in Kassel, J. Aaxman·s "Brit· 
tania" ol 1799. Schwann1haler's "Bavaria:· 1837-48. Can· 
ova's "Religion:· 1814. and 01her colossal works. 

Among Bartholdi's major sculptures are 1he s1anding 
figure of General Rapp in Colmar. 1855. and a fountain 
group "La Lyre Bar6ere. Souvenir du Nil.'' in Bordeaux. 
1857. He, 100. comple1ed many t0mbsculptures. Jn 1870· 
71 Bartholdi IOok par1 in 1he German-French War and 
acted as Aide-de-Camp to Gar ibald i. Following 1his he 
produced the equestrian s1a1ue "Vercinge1orix" in Cler· 
mom Ferrand. In 1873 he authored a sculpture of Lafay· 
eue landing in America a1 New York. The most note· 
worthy work aher Liberty is 1he "Lion of Bellon.'' 22m 
long and I Im high, which was completed in 1884 and 
perhaps inspired by the lion monumen1 by Canova in 
Lucerne which is a memorial for 1he Swiss guards who fell 
defending Louis XVI and Marie Amoinene. His bronze 
statue of Diderot was displayed in Langres. He made the 
t0mb for P-aul Bertolini in Auxerre in 1888 and his Garn· 
beua monument wasercc1ed in Ville d'Array. Many more 
works were comple1ed. s1a1ues and busL~ for importan t 
personages in France and surrounding coun1ries. 

Much political thought preceded the execution o f 
plans for 1he "S1a1ue of Liberty." Af1er 1he death of de 
Toque ville in 1859. Edouard Rene Lefebure de Laboulayc 
emerged as the leading French au1hori1y on American 
consti1utional history. When Laboulaye had his bust done 
by Bartholdi 1hcir friendship began. An official discussion 
took place in 1865 regarding a "Slatue of Liberty" as 
'Leitmotiv' for the commemoration of 1he alliance of 
France with the American colonies during the American 
Revolution. (Claes Oldenburg's proposition of replacing 
the "Statue of Liberty" wi1h a colossal fan suggests that 
1his friendship might be blown whence ii came.) 

In 1880 the Franco-American union had raised 5250.000 
for 1he construction of Liberty and Bartholdi was able 10 
continue his enthusiastic pursuil. By August 11. 1885. a 
few days after the " !sere" had delivered Liberty in New 
York. the missing 5100,000 owed by America for the 
pedestal had been raised. Joseph Pulitzer was 1he major 
figure willing to raise 1his sum: in his publica1ion 17,e 
World, he requested support from all Americans. The 
name of each donor and each con1ribu1ion were pub· 
lished, no maner how small. 

Bartholdi had recommended the twel\,;, acre Bedloe·s 
Island si1e. His book, 77,e Statue of Libercy E11/ighte11i11g 
the World. was published in New York in 1885. ln 1886the 



incredible 151 foot I inch statue, with pedestal of 305 leet , 
was dedicated. The superbly accomplished wrought-iron 
skeleton was designed by Gustave Eillel; the covering was 
made of more than JOO copper sheets J / 32 inches thick. 

Both Fcdi'sand Bartholdi's sculptures arc monuments 
making a symbolic statement. They are sophisticated 
worksol sculptural craltsmanship and do nor serve purely 
to display a specific aesthetic or the artistic idea and lorcc 
of the artists. 

By rhe year 1870 when Pio Fedi submiued his first 
drawings for the Niccolini monument in the style of a 

I In lhearchi\·es of the church one can ronow Lhe various explora.Lory 
proposals and che correspondences from data filed under 1he heading: 
18831111 Opera di Santa Croce lnaugurazione del Monumento all'II· 
lus·1rc Gic.)\'anni B:mis:111 Niccolini seguha ii 20 Scttcmbte 1883. 
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Fig. 2, Freedom. Pio Fedi, tombsculpture at the Church or 
Santa C roce, Florence. 

Fig. 3. Freedom. 
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